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Scholarship.and Awards reported on their careers in 1957 in a brief
questionnaire. Of these-, 136 filred in a comprehensive suEplementary
questionnaire and were interviewed.;goth samples included
participants who ha'd won honors and who had not von honors in the.'
Science Talent Search. Along the findings of the; study were: (1)-

students who stayed in science as a career case, on the average, from
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teachers were a major factor in 'influencing the careers Hof students; .
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that, their most influential teachers encouraged creativity and taught.
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FOREWORD

It is seldom that careers' in science'can be `reviewed by comparing evi-
dence obtained before the:career was started with evidence btained
after fthe career was well lannched.

11
This study summarizes cur;ent information Oh 1,550 -1;cien and women
who'were high school seniors in 1942 and 1943, and who competed in
tie first two annual Science Talent Searches fo the Westinghouse
Science Scholarship. and'Awards. -All 1,550 re orted on their careers
in11957 in a brief questionnaire. Of these, a r presentative Selectio-n ,

Of 136 filled in a comprehensiveAuppreinentary questionnaire, and
further co- operated by meeting individually with an. interviewer for
seyeral hours of additional detailed questioning and discus ion( Both
samples included participants who had won honors and wholiad-not won
hiOnors. in the Science Talent Searches. '

- -

The study and this preliminary report were made possible by Research
Grant No. G3600 frdrn the NationalScience_Fourtdation to Science Service-,`

a Inc. Richardson, Bellows, Henry and Company, Inc., .et-operated with
Science Service, Inc., in conducting the research and preparing.the

--/report. The author has been associated with the Science Talent Searches
since'their inception, both it the, developmen of screening procedures
and in the selection of Winners and Honorable Mentions.

...
Thanks for contributing to this study are due to many persons:. to .

Watson-DaviS, Director of Scien e Service and tp members of the
. .

Science Service Staff, to those lib conducted the interview, to Dr.
Herbert E. Krugman for preparing the draft pf Section VI, to Mrs.
Wanda Edgerton for coordiiiiiiing the operation in general and for-writ-
ing Section VII, to those Scieyice Talent Search participants who replied
to the brieef questionnaire, anel\especially to the 136 whO filled in the
long questionnaire and, in theAterview,' reported on their career
development.

1
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I. .SUMMARY

schobl seniors who achieved ,he highest test scores on the Science
Ta.lent Search examinations administered annually byScience Service were

:most likely to attain higher degrees in college, according toga study which was
made public today. The survey, titled "Science Talent, Its Early Id.enti'fication
and Continuing Development," was designed:to determine how,effective the
Science Talent Search has been in identifying science talent.

.
Science Service, the non-profit institution for the popularization of

science; has been conducting the Science ,Talent Search for the WestirIghou.se
Science Scholarships and A1,6ards since 1941.

The survey`, included 1,550 high.school seniors selected from the 6,656
who took the Science Talent Seal-ch examination and completed their entries%
in 1942 and 1943. Of those queried 1,234 Were men,'of whom 194 had won
honors in the First or Second AnnUal Science Talent Search. Of the 316 women,
57 had won honorg.

Among othe-r findings of the study were these:

1, Students who stayed in science as a career came,on the average,
.441. from larger high schools than those who went into non-sci nce fields. This

suggests that there is a greater training potential or science sophistication
in the larger schools.

2. Professors and teachers tere a major` factor in influencing the ca-
reers of all the students except, those who became physicians. Generally it was

- indicated that the teacher sr attitudes counted mare than the subject matter
whiChhey presented. Students who later'became research scientists reported
that their most influential teachers encouraged creativity and tadght them a
probing approach, .or gave them'extra hours in the laboratory.

Students whose later professional careers were in industrial manage-
ment prized the teachers who took a "hard facts" roach to learning.

3. Students who became physicians ranked family influences`highest as
factors in their,' choice of a professiion'.

4,. The Science talent Search contestants who,became college professdrs
said that they were influenced more by older brothers or friends of older
brothers than by parents.,

5. The women who were interviewed state.d that schools and teachers had
.their effect's as early as the second,third and fourth grades.

No Science 'talent Search winner among those interviewed had changed his
early choice of science as a profession, although some changed areas of science.

n
CU
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Science Service was enabled to makt this survey through a grant fr t)m . -

the National Science.Foundation. The study was made undir the direction of
Dr. HaroldA. Edgerfon, who has been associated with the Science Talent Searth
since its inception in the'develOpicient of screening procedures and selection of -.

.
winners. ._

Dr. Edgerton states.that the survey opens/up ,marry questions which should
have future consideration.. Among these are: lok

How many high school students who express a serious intent to follow a
science career actually .enter their chosen field?

Whai becomes of those-who do not?

What in tences women to chopse science as a-careei? What obstacles.
do they enco ter in college training, tmployment and'career advancement be-
cause they are women?

'

,Are there any clueas to physical, psychological or personality types,
or different characteristics of behavior that add up to varying degrees of
creativity? ti

i"

'One of the aims- of Science Service, is to investigate such problems con=
nected with identifying the most talented American youth for careers in.)science.

Dr. Watson Davis, Director of Science Service, commenting on experi-
ences in the Science Talent Search, says: "Much rrkore money must be' devoted

.`to such studies if this natitin it; to meet the challeng of the Communist powers.
Science Service and other similar agencies are still limited by the lack of
availability of funds to follow properly all yr channels of investigation 'opened
up by this and other such studies. Even with the vast program of the 25,000
Science Clubs of America and the 750,000 students preparing exhibits far
science- fairs, many of the most capable young people awe still being wasted
because ofthe lack of early identification and proper guidance Of their..
development." .

-9
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INTRODUCTIPN
0

The annual Science Talent Search began in l942, as an activity of the
Science Clubs of. America and of Science Service, Inc., a non-profit
educational institution which sponsors Scienc'e.,Clubs of America.

4.
From its inception, cooperation and financial aid have been given by
the Westinghouse Educational Foundation of the Westingholtie Elect is
Corporation. the purposes of the Searchare-to interest and encoulia'ge
igh school students toward a scientific career, to bring to public atten-

. 'on the valuable resear h\potehtial in the youth of our count y; and to
cr to greater interest science among young people throu h Science
Clubs of America. 41

I
Objectives and.Scope.of this Survey

r

Continued effective administration 'of a program of this magnitude ob-
.. viously calls for follow-up studies of results achieved. But beyond that,

the urgent need to strengthed p.nd maintain this4tountry's sCientifisc posi-
tion

; makes it imperate to seek all possible light on such questions
.

1. How effective, in terms of later realizati?n, have been
the selectiOX methods used in the Science Talent Searches?
Whattfurther avenues are indicated for the identification

I of science talent among high school you peopl9y Are
here trtits and expeiience 'responses which will indicate

ere e, science talent at an earlier age'? *;,*

2. Whaf 'factors aid highly selected boys and girls in achieV-
i ing ,satisfying and effective careers in science? What is

likely to lead some of them into 'other fields ?

3. What can be learned from the career and social patterns
,.. of people now in scientific pursuits, olin other

pursuits afcrscientiftVkAyini* ng,' which will aid in the
IIcareer choices of young people contemplating a life in

,) 1science?
;-

N

4. Whit can be gleaned from observations-by th;s,e people as1
to what career chanwsthey would make if they 1'had it all .41°

to do over again ?" From advice which they would like to
pass on to future STS participants?

i 0
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0 study and report are'preliminary in character,' seeking primarily
to explore- and to outlini hypotheses whichm,ust await testing in later,
more definitive studio's. While statistical' analyses were made of responses
to a broad preliminary. Tieltionnaire, as explained in our cliscussiOn of

4. -procedure,(Section this investigatiOn was designed, primarily around
the technique' of "interview in clepth"amOng a much smaller grouplselected

dtfrom the larger sample. ,Only -in this way, th;ough the sifting'
t
and assess- '

ment of individual information obtained-in detailby persorial contact, was
it felt that sufficient insight could be Secured into the highly important
questions listed under Nqi. 2 and 3 above -.although the westionnaire
results .alone do give strong corroboratfve infOrmation regarding the

of, the selection methods mentioned in the first part of No.. tak
While the case histories obtained by the in%ryiews Were relatively few
in number, the variety of-data is great, and enough differences werenoted_
to make Certain-patterns emerge, at least as hypotheses fbr further con-
sideration,

1. . r
.

_

The data and career development histories fot-those who have participated
in the Talent Searches through the years could constitute a remarkable
single sourceof information for use'in the later definiii.ve study here con-
templated They need to be made more complete by extension of the
present type of/study, and to be examined more intensively for an integrated
picture of the selection,, educational, and environmental factors' which can
increase thequantity and quality of our scientists. The data used in the
selection of Wilmers and Honorable Mentions in each annual Science Talent
Search are available for study. the subs'equ'ent history of each indiviclu'al
needs to besadded,to give the career development data needed to help in
finding answers to the questions of career development of scientific and
technical persons. 1,

e #
,

fr

. . .

.. ,
. ,

. . .

The present study has been designed to seek answers - or at least
diiections to.anaers - to the bove questtpns, supplementing earlier'

- -studies alluded to in the next Section, 'Which have map use of volumi-
nous data available on all pitrticipants in\the annual Talent Search.
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;C" t.

"EaClityear,";110P-FlAri fl;tqlerfhlgh -S 0199.1S of continenta). 1.144ed.Stateas .
.

cornp_e. ty for ha:al.-a-A'. id: sCholarship in the Annual dience.Talent Seareh.
aredentiald ipOn which selgctions for honors are made include:

. 'V . r. -

1. A Stience Aptitude Ex T41ation. .
...., 1..' T' /. * ,.

2.- Anecdotal recommendatibn.S by teachers le.-g., "What -

.10

did he do to show his 'resourcefulness ? ") rn
:

'This Consists of a detailed report on the student indicating
what strecifitally l*e, had done, which demonstrated hie . V
'degree of su h characteristics as scientific attitude; re-
sciurcefulne,ss nitiative, ability to work with others:
inventiveness,` Teachers were 4urged. to
report what the' s dent had done rather hln,give un-, . i*

- substantiated and glowing testiwonials. - -
,

1

3., Transcript of High School Record, including'a-statement
of the studen's relative standing inlis graduating class.

4. Report on "My Scientific Project, " I"

a

-
EaOh contestant' submitted a report of about 1000 words' in' . 411IP

length telling of s',Ome scientific' work hk had done or was. ..
planning to do. Yor the first group (STS-1) the 'topic was
"How Science n elp In Winning the War." The topic, , .1

"My Scientific.Pro ect" was Used for* ale -Second Annual !
.-

Science.Taleiat,Sea chz.and in kn.. subsequent years. Each
report was evalUated in terms of 'what it seemed to reflect ..-.
regardingghe knowledge, application f knowledge, and
creativity of t student, \. . .

Forty Winners are selecteel'in
1
each Search. In addition, each year

.260 are named "Honorable Mentions." .

each of the Honor
/00

e Mentions received.a certificate; aid his school',
received a plaque. n addition, list all.Hdnorable Mentions and
Winners was sent to all c011ege's and univefsifies of4he United Statei, .

calling their attention, to this sqpply of talent. Tle status of -Honorable
/Mentions indicates students'of ?iery superior talent and promise and.

3 .1. 2
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has been so recognized lkby colltge nd universities in their' holar-
, . .

-ship awards! , -4 , '
.

... e ,

;All forty Winners attended a five day Science Talent Institute in
WO:shngton, where they heard addresses by and fiscuss science /

'"-pro'bletni With nationally And internationally famous, scientists. At
,.this timethey are also able to mak& lours'of sciesttific research

agehcies and institutions in the Washington area. 'At-this time each.
of the Winnei's is interviewed by each of the judges. On the -basis Of
the interviews and all of the other infofrnation regarding" each Wilmer,

itsollolarshitis mere awarded. ' .

.
o

Ins the First and Second Anrival Science T hese pprtici- ..

pants aie the subject of this repSrt, mo school seniors
....

from all states /submitted credentials, indicting a i ten e interest in/
follbwing ieieriee.as a career. As of 1957, w en the present study was ,

begun, 680 Winners, boys and gills, had keen selected in'the seven-
teen'succtssive annual Searches. In addition, -it total of 4;4 ZO achieved
Honorable Mention. These yvere over 40,000 otheri who competed
with the 5,100 for honors. , These also were .young'icople of ability,
urged by their teachers to enter the competition. . s!.

Previous Studies of STS Participants

ReCords of all participants in the a nual,Science,Talent Search have
been preserved In addition`, a.,two-page follopz:4questionnaire,was

';

sent annually ?Gall- participants ,pf the first vtro Searches for whom
addresses were available from 19 43 to 19,51.

. .,
-

RIF

, .

.,-..

The information fox the first three Years wat codeckand put on IBM ,'
cards. From these data, tw4t Ph.D. dissertations (Ohio State University)
were written. ; One of these studies (15) compared the achievements 'and
events reported by the ,"Honorsti group-with the similar data for those
who had won no Honors. The aedond (17) was aimed at findingif the ,

difference in'later 'ochievernent of thoSe who won 'Hhnors' and thoseowho -

won nollHonors could hatie been accounted for by motivation" stem1ing
from the Awards and public acclaim., 7 ....,

. , . . -.. .7.:14ro

A third ,study (11), also an Ohio State University Ph.D. dissertation, was
coicerned with the-evaluation bf anecdotal records of the achievements
of hecontestants.

*A selected bibliography of studies relati g' to the Annual Science
Talent Seatches is presented as Appendix II.'

, .
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Results of the several studieg, of ,the Science Talent Search,participants
.included' three kinds of pertinent information:

fay aggregate summa* of achievements and activity in
growing as scientists; e.g.,' publicaticais, per cent who
earned advanced degrees, kinds of persons and .events
which;4ipeared to be influential, disco'veries- and new Q-J.-4r

,cepts developed, changes from one fielcr,to another.
.

2.. The relationships of tus in fhe Science ,Talent Search
to educational and econ mic indices, with some dtsesussion
of the implications' for creating and nurturing science

- .

.a

3. A.more personal, individual pictiire of the lives, problems,
and, achievements of young .scientists during their college
and earli.professional yearsr--)

In general, 'these studies cast a favorable light on the Talent Search.
For example, Inthf first the years -following college studies ishowed
(13, 1,5) that of the Witmers (94% and Honorable Mentions (87%) and
Others (76%) started to college. Despite war conditions-, these Per
cetita for the third year after graduation were 79%, 73% and 54% .

reitpettively. The Winners and Honorable Mentions reported higher
average marks than did the Others, 'and it must be noted that the average
inarks for theciOthers group -was B. Insaddition, the Honors group were
distinctly superior to the Others group in per cents having memberth`Pp-----
in honorary societies,. and in scholarships and fellowships awarded.

a
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
4

IP

. .
. , , . x

Here we. highlight the information obtained from the 1; 550 high school
seniors of 1942 and 1943 who *Pepor ed on their careers in 1957, and
.of whom 13,6 were later interview d. *

.

ftOf the larger sample, 1, 234 were men, of whom 194 had won honors
in the First or Second Annual Science Talent Search, and,l, 040 had won

/ no honors; 316 were women, ofwhom 5 had won honors, and 259 had'
not. W

. i .

...

.The .interview sample contained 105 men and 31 women, of whom
,respectively, 48 and 16 had won honors. * )

Within the confines of the restricted sample sizes that could he reached-.
in the present work, which, certainly as far as the interviews are con-,_
cerned, liMits ua.to indicative result's rathei than to statistically \validated
ones, let us see what inference cin'be drawn agatist the four seta-of cpies-.-.4,

,

tions listed under broad gbieclives.. *.
. .

. ,'. .

----)
A. Identification of Science Talent \ .

.
.. .

I. Statistical evidence that selectibnifor honors was valid if
contained in the recor?1of later -ildemic achievement, based
on the larger sample. In general, the higher the academic
degree, the higher the test scores of those who attained that
degree. Moreover, a hifher proportion of thobe who won

. honors in the Science "Talent Search obtained doctorate
degrees than*did the nori-honOrs participants who had equiva-
lent Science Aptitude Test Scores.

2. There 4s a relationship betwsen the Scidhce Aptitude. Test
store and choice of field of science. this was apparent as

-. -
of the time of the Search (high school graduation) and is,even*more clearly drawn-1,5 years later in terms of the fields .

. ) :-)- i .
*The brief quefionnaire is given in Appendix I. The comprehensive
questionnaire sent p all who were interviewed if; given in Appendix II.
References to tables supporting statistical results quoted are .given in
the later section discussing findings' in detail.,_ $

, 15 .. .
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actually entered. On the average, thoie whowanted to be -
dome physicists and ckemista had better test s s han
those desiring other fields. Those who, in 19 57-.11a become
clwznists and plrysiciste, on the average, had hig r test
cores than those who went into other fields of 0 ence.

In terms of new diretions, this indicate( the racticability
of furtSti work in construction of test b'atfe es to predict
probability of-success in'specific fields = science. -

A.

3. Ofthe 1,4) only 8ek were in i9 learly identified with re-
.

search, It is-.inter ote that 18% of the male Honors
group are thus identified, as against only 8% of the Male
Others group. The coriespondingfOrcentages for women

are 5% and 2%. This again supports the validity of the
selection.

/
4. There iS a substantial carrespondentp betWeen choice of field

as high school -senfors and actual occupational field 15 years
later. Init19 57, 30% of the large sample group were in the same
field they had announced as theirs in 1942 and 194-3. This would
indicate that whateVer,the underlyinginfltiences, it was possible

4fort th6se making these choices, to identify in theinselves (albeit
with the stimulation "of teachers and others whic1imay well have

I. been made more expitait by the STtompetitiosn),a'particular
bet which `4s later realied in achitvement.

5. -It was intended that the probing interview should throweig-
nificant light, one way or the other, on-the so -'called "Roe
hypothediel,having tO.clo with the relation Of 'adult' attitudes aid
interests to experiences and "emotional climate" in the very'
earliest chiNkiood..* As it turned. out, 'no, conclusive results
on this question could be garnered in the time available to the
intervieWerst and so this aspect bf our subject must hopefully
134 earmIrIcedfor the special and comprehensive study whicil
its importance warrants.

. 44
-

6. respite the abve, sorr\e distinctive differences apPe:iiif0, worth'..
noting. The physicianerrequentlyw'ere interested i(hemistry,

; I

* A. c densation of the paper by Dr. Anne Roe; setting fort is hypoth-,,
esis, with special referenCe to ;early motivation of scientists; appears.'
Appendix III. The per itself was furnished to all interviewers:. -

7
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zoology, and even engineering at earlier but also wanted
to work with people. On the other band, th researcheis were
not people-oriented, reporting childhoo lation from other
children, and turned to books and laborite) ies co fled there
to escape people problems. -Those who ar now industrial
managers, rather than in scientific work, were competitive
andpeoplekiriented and (anticipating her= the question of
career °development) were influenced mo by associates,
Supervisors, and bosses.

I

, -

, S
. When did present scientists know "science was fore them ?" A

considerable variati n among the interviewees showed up here:ID

Some were interested in science since early childhood, some
in' igh 'school, ''others had only '`a moderate interest i.n high
school, while chance jobs, military service, or other experi-
ence got them "on the track." ;Some said they cpuld noremem-
ber when they had not been interested: In general, ,`the inter-
view

...results seem to sppport.the observation by ()there that ..
cultural environment, he kinds of toys, and the response to

-. the kinds kof play activities approved help set the stage for laer
vocational. choice.' R.

B. Factors Influencing Career Development

4

1. Of a larger sample those-who stayed in science canie on the
.

average from larger high schools than t4ose whcf ,went into
-)non-science fields. This suggests the greater t wining potential,

or 'science sophistication^ of the larger schools

2.. Almost alkoftbe men saw militarir, service. :(It mu- noted
that these men graduated from high school Lin 1442 and-19430
Those, who were interviewed,,reported that military service.
interfered little more than delaying their plans, _had given
them *led maturity, nand had provided 6. I. Hill-of-Rights'
help without which- some might not have gone to college...

3. Of the 105 men interviewed, influences on career choice and
development were report as follows: . .

.

a. kirbfessors and Teachers were amajor luence on all
occupational groups except physicians. nerally it was a
teacher's attitude that counted more th his subject
matter. The eseareh men/reported that their influential
teachers encouraged creativity: taught them a probing

17
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approach, or gave them extras hours in the laboratory.
The industrial managers prized the teachers who held high
standards and had a "'hard facts" approach.

b. For the physicians, family.influences ranked first. Fathers
or father substitutes who had been doctors were important.

, 'The research m rei nrted early rental encouragement
to find answers to their own questions. ,They were accepted
in adult conversation, they were provided books and Bunsen
burner's.. Most important, their parenta'gave. them free-
dom and responsibility early and expected high achievement
from them. -

'c.kThe present' college professors were influenced more by
_ older brothers or frieirtds of older br,ofhers than by parents.

, . g. e
d. The industrial managers gave more mention of of a desire/for-

.

... better-ecoriorinc achievement than their parents. More in.
11. 'N

this group also had been separatseparated fron'a parent before
high school age through death or other circumstances.

. b

4. a the 31 women interviewed, iinfl'U eti ces on,career choices and
development were reported as follows:

I

a. 'Sc hool stand teachers had their effects as early as tie second,
,tiiird and fourth grades; not just the science teachers but
those who encouraged and helped them realize their own
potential.

:b, Fa mily influences ificluded efirly expobure-to a,brother's
chemistry set,: a father's workshbp. Mostly it was a, family
91irgate'that wasi conducive to collecting facts, to inventing,
iatisfying, one's curiosity. Families in wl4ich learning was
held in high regard were the rule.

Six of the 14 women who won honors went on to a doctor's
degfee, while only one of the-15 non-honors did so.

.

Of the larger sample,. only 8% of the melt_had left scie, corn
pared with 15% of the women who had -done so. Half of these, not

-iiirsetp4acted1y,had become homemakers. Why did some leave
science.? Reasons were given by twenty of the rnen irfterviewed
who had left science: liesire for monet, lack of guidance. HoWr
ever,, no STS winners were among those who changed their goal.
The industrial management group most often reported a. change

11.
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of occupational goal as a result of military experierice. Among-
"the Women interviewed, marriage does not appear to have
Se-en a prime cause for leaving science. It was 'noted that the
warn'ert with the higher degrees terided'to contiitie working
after marriage. -

I

Ce7r and Social Patterns of Eistablished Scientists
i 1

I 1:

1:- The present kinds of emnIoyer sp'of thej,j.550 'Simple in descen5l-
"",..ing arder of frequerlicy, are: businessand indu,i3try, self-employed,

. colleges and iiiii-yertities, njilitar,y Servite, .government service,
I. and higli,schoolteaching.

I
. 4 I . .

s. .

' s , , ,f, ,1 . I., i . 4.

.1/2 . The latrgest:propprtian df jeaxtitipanMliolding adoctorai degree,,
a

... gccurs, a,s ane Arighte4eclit, i*ritedicfne: The next largest
Vroportiotrre t:liosT:iti tlie bi3Olokical and, physecal solei:tees.

.1 - TJ:if -propot.tion ilfpartiCip,nts''hqldirig,tbe doCtOrate degree in. , ---,.
. allfieldls is lright0 for naen thaan' -1foiewpmen, and higher for thOse

in, the Hondt4s/eroupiihinlor,thoAe u th,e', rs group. . --...

. , - .
, ., . A r, . , . ,

., r .
4 '3. , Of the liariker StTripTe -85%-ot tliie Men: ar..i-pirriedt as compared

.-, , ,

'With theee'*tionil. 19,581i/erne of 8".7%.02, thAr geigrou'p. Of
the' v.Tomen, .78%,ire z-parrl' , consiclei-Abl Velowathe 1958t.

,,aversr of 93% fat tfkeii a e group. ,Freguencyof divorce is
----, diiiinctly /lower 'thin tha'Ai r ikfried itt studio-a' whicheitave been. 1 -

-madq of gifted.Meli,' and'Otbiologists:- .' .
i

. 1 -. , ' .
4 1' . 4 il . . . . -

V . 9 ,4. The rrieneho were::inteivfewectpiarNied.adittle later than
., ,men' in i;te nation asla wjiole. Of this sample; the industiial,.. N\rtialiagernerirpeopfg air 'yOtvtgerst, ',then physicians,- then'7 °

college prOfe,sati.g.'Th,e,..i-es'e+tCh-rrietNivere more likely to
. . - marry late.Physiiiantihaxe the largest families. #. .-''', i ''" * - P . . 4 ' 4 ' ,, .

5i As to wbmen scientists; and rnarrialef Throughout the interview.of the 31 worpe,n directlir,co'nta'etediofNylloirn 20 were married
and.11 single, --thereib a'-pei-sistentexpression that marriage
is Of fir seimporiance, to /fulfil lrrient as fa* woman. ,About a, third
of those wig; were mirried.have Clantinued to buildtprofes'sipear
'satisfaction.,On toi;of home retrpoh sibilit,ie,s.. Those who were

. single usually were happy friheit job's, but still found life./in-
cornplete.a-ncl felt that marriage would lir acdesirable addition to -

or substitute for their, oiii.' 'Among those: who are married, - those
who -have higher degrees 'are more likely to contimie to Stork . .,

.-. 215rafessidfially. ", w, . t

i2
t
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For 3 out of 5 of ihe married women, those who-are-Working,
. ,

usually have bands in the same or -alliedlielks. Theft .

ec husbands' support and encouragement is a most important
influence ip,cdntinuingqheir education after triarri.ge.,
Marriage and sometimes thildren.preoeded their highest

r degree. All of them pointed to the need of husbands' suppoit
and encouragement in coratinuing a career on top of homerhakitig.

.
The problems of the dual role are considerable: Some reported
that tie science Toleesometimes erected In hggghead" barrier
between thefn and their. neighboring homemakers. Children
helped establish a common arel'of Interest.

'They recognize that their' husbands' jOb isoof first importance,
.sometimesreiluiring move qg whic would lie upsetting to 'their .

own job. Child bearing likited 'their pofessiona). work. The
question of.whether'to stay holne, when the. children are infants
or to postpone the science cafter until- later is often a qu'estiOn
with them.

There are real satisfactions., however, in the dual role: a 'greater/
interest in work?_ a better opportunity to grow professionally with
their husbands, and the anticipation of increasing time and interest
in a job as needs of theigrowing-up family decrease.

. ,

Among those who are single there Is no evidenCe that they have
remained single out of dedication to science. Many expre' ss&I
their desire for marriage, a possibility which becomes more
reinoteas they advance in their prdfessidnal competence and
status. t,..

10

D. Change if They ,"Had Jt to Do Over "... Advice to .Future STSers.

1. in h group interviewed there were More who would, t ri
'who wo not, make some change in their careers. T is

was especially true- among researchers, both in medicine and
in industry,' and least true .11-nong physicians and college pro-
fessors. However,. while the specific changes inentiOned were
many, they rarely involved a change in vocation as suh. Some
light on attitudes may be thrown by replies to questio,nd about '
their childgen becoming scientists. Many said yes," and`
many said-th'ey would leave it up to the child. Few said .!'nd.",

2

.
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A number 'of very general therrfes developed out of the inter--
view, questions on what adVice they would like to give to
'fifiure STS participants. Most common were such themes ,
as "be broad" - 'perhaps morb_Common among physicians and

/ industrial managersi "take physics and math early", - more
common among college professors and researchers in induptry;
and "don't go in unless you're sure, and don't make yotir)chbice

4 of specialization too soon" - more common aniong college pro-
fessors. Most of theie advises seem to say that-one should
.build his scientific 'specialization on a'broad base.

,

6

a

v. I
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.PR op ElYTTRE' .:

Procedural Steps in carrying on-thi- s study were as followii:

1. Preplare and,mail a brief preliminary questionnaire to all
participants in the first two annual Science Talent Searches
fob whorh-there were presumably good 'addresses.

Select 15Q to Be interviewed.from those who returned the.
preliminary questionnaire.

3. Prepare broth a preliminary interviewichedule and a
supplemental long questionnaire. The interview plan in-
cluded the topics or areas to be covered, along with ---

suggested probing questions designed to obtain answers
in s,ufficient4clarity and detail. A questionnaire, to be
mailed to the interviewee and filled out prior to the inter-
view, covered 'such information as schopls attended, degrees
earned, publications, family status, pdsitions held, honors. .
received, memberships in,technical and professidnal socie -
ties, etc.

Interview a small sample (not drawn from.the study sample)
in order to try out and give a basis for improving both the
schedule and the interviewing procedure.

5. Revise the interview plan and.questionnaire.

6. Complete the interviews,.

7. 'Analyze the data and prepare the report.

The forms, letters and instruction:loused are shown in Appendices I, H
and III. Appendix I shows the letter4nd preliminary questionnaire which
were sent the Large Sample. Append II shows the materials sent tb
ipthe Interview Sample of 1 names50, and Appe III gives the, names of the
interviewers and materials sent to the

Because of time and costs, little attemp was made to get in touch with
either those whose questionnaires wer returned marked. "Addresses(
Unknown" or those who otherwise did of reply.

.
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From the 1, 550 who retUrned the sho t questionnaire, 150 were

selected for intervie*,and asked to fill n a longer supplementary
questionnaire. Factors considered,int e selection ofthis smaller
group ale discusged in the following par graphs. Interviews were
completed :with 136 of this 150.

'Selection of the Larger Sample
I

'Participants in the First and Second Annual Science Talent Searches *

:', .,(STS-1 and STS-2) were adopted as the larger samplt for this study.
The factor most pertinent in'this decision was that those STS partici-
pants had had the longest time in which to establish- themselves in
careers and from that-point of view-offer the most information about
career aq professional development. TheSe participants graclualed,

. frqm high sclool in 1942 and in 1943. On the Othpr hand, they could
i be considered "a "normal" or random sample of participants in, th'ese

a:nntal Science talent Searches. They were first group, and the'
reputation and status of the Science Talent larch had little infltience

t.

in their participation. Selection techniques have been improved'in
ubsequent Searches. War conditions may have produced different '

C".

career developthent patterns on these participants than on those of-the
postwar years.

a

Y

The early stages of career development of these Sit paohticipatag had-
been studied and reporrecl. At that tiihe a bias in the sample of partici-,
pants who answered follow-up questionnaires was noted (14); those who

. replied to the questionnaire, had on the average, "higher Science Aptitude t
Test scores than thetkewho did not,respond...It is assumed that that ,

same kind of Bias woad be present in this study. .

The first step was to investigate the present addresses of the STS-1 artd'
STS-2 participants. This was done by mailing a brief six question quest
tionnaire to all the participants in the First and Second Annual Science
Talent Searches fox whom there were addresses as of 1950. total of
5, 330 questionnaires were mailed. This questionnaire was single
sheet of paper. On one side was a letter describing biielly the purpose
of this study and asking their cooperation. The other side contained the
questionnaire. A postage paid return envelope was provided.

r

First class postage was used in mailing tie questionnaire so that all un-
delivered mailings would be returned.

14
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--Table 1V -1* shows the number of questionhaires mailed
.

out, (5, 330)
and the number returned (1 9% 50). The per cent of returns was higher
fo'r me94.31/0).than for wpmen (20. This may be due to identity ..change4 of the women by marriage. As one might expect, the pro-

%

portion of returns of questionnaires was rela4ted to'contest'status.
The highest proportion of return0 was from the ,Winners, second, from
the Honorable Mentions, and third, "froin Others, those who received
no honors. It Might also be noted that there has been more communi-
cation between SCience'Seniice and the Winners than with the-ot two 1

,

- I
,-21

- ... -

lip
..

Cr rt in information from the Science Talent, Search files was added to
each of the questionnaires returned: sex, rank in high school class;.
size of high sctbol class,, choice of occupational field given at dine of
the Search, and residence (city. and state). These data were addeli to
give more information aboUt career growth and development as well
as to aid in the selection of the interview sample. ..

iTablesIV-21and IV-3 show, for STS-1 and STS-2 respectively the Sci-
ence Aptitlide Examination scored of th_e_particfpants who returnedthe

.; questionnaire. The scores are shown as errors;ithe lower the score,.
.the higher the quality of performance on the test.

I

ence Talent Search (7). There are no data to show whethe) differ-
ences

.,
Both Tables IV-2 and IV-3 show differences in test scores for
and females. Such differences have appeared for each succeeding

ences are' due to difference in the sell-se ction of the boys -g.d the
girls participating is the Searches,. or re products orthe cultural
role images and exRectations of boys d of girs.'

,

Thebe tables also sltw considerable differenee in the apparent difficulty
for the two tests used'. his presents no problem since each examina-
tion Is used by itserf with no reference to any other year.

.5

Since the Science Altitude Examination is not a standardized.testand
has no norms except lor-thegroup participating, relative standing in
the high school graduating class may be he).pful in showing the quality
the participants demonstrated in high school.

9

Table IV-4 shows the relative rank in high school graduating class for
those who answered the preliminary questionnaire. Almost all were

1

*Tables for Sedtion IV are shown as Appendix IV.
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above the middle of th r graduating, class. There are no data to
characterize the entir group of partici pants, since high school .
relative standing was used as one of the successive hurdles and notiv t/as the initjal hurdle.

'Selection of the Sample for Intrview
4-- . I.

The frequency distributions-of the characteristice of the participants
reporttd aboye were considered in drawing they Sample for' interview. . 4
'hos who were to be interviewed wore drawn from those who -returned '

' ,,..----iihe six question Aeliminary questionnai-re, and who indicated in response
to the sixth question that. they would be willing to fill out a longer ques-
tiotinaire and patti te in an interview. The number to be interviewed
was determined by o considerations: sufficient to meet the needs of--:-.' 4-,
the study and withirWhe research b,udget available. It was plann. ed tgi.. -,

ix4erview 150 of the participants distributed according to sex and contest
status as shown below. . -

.
-,'

s

Contest Status Males

,, +

Females Total

,
1

-.

Wfnners
.HEinorable Mentions
Oth'vers

TOTAL

22
30
60

8
10
20

30
40
80

112 38 150

The selection of the 150 names was not compeletely random. The Winners
selected to be 'interviewed are 30/80ths of all of the Winners in STS -1
and STS -2. It had been hoped that the. sample .could be restricted to
4 or 5 areas in the United States, sudli as the Boston, New York, Wash-
ington, and perhaps'the Los Angeles areas. This could not be ,done
since -the required nuniibetr of *inners to be interviewed did not live in
those four areas. It was liecessary to.include not only those nartied, .

-but toadd Pittsburgh, Chicago, Milivaukee, Madison, Sad Francisco,
Los Alamos, Boulder, and Philadelphia- The, area selection was used
to kee interviewing costs within the budget and to be fairly sure of
fifidinea qualified person tR do the interviewing. The 30...Winners se-
lected for interview are representative of the 80 Winners of STS-1 and
STS-2.

The 40 Hono'rable Mentions chosen were selected to be a random sample
of the-Honorable Mentions, but restricted to the locations just named
above, .

16
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Selection of the 80 "Others" did not follqr a random prOcedure,
though the resulting selection appeared to be quite satisfactory. The
80. "Others",selecied were chosen as follows:- First-Of all, only the
names of Others whO lived in the selected lereas-were drawn. The 80 .

were then chosen on the basis of grotipings which might be used to ,
explore various hypotheses regarding careers and career-development
of people who as high' school ,senio4s had said: "I expect to be a scientist."
'Atternpt was made to find a number of occupational groups such as
practicing physiciani, medical research, research engineer., produc-
tion engineers, salesillen, college teachers, high school teacher's, ele.-
mentary' school teachers, ,military service, and government service, so
that Various hypotheses could be explored. The sub-samples as Such
were too small to be used for defining or for testing, hypotheses, but

"could serve to open further and perhaps clarifysome of the concepts
that might'be shaped into expiorable hypotheses for la,ter definitive' study.

As soon as the 150 names had been selected for the, interview sample,
each was sent a longer six page questionnaire.* This questionnaire was
organized to c r present job, outside activities, publidations, military
service, ed-uc ion and training,' work experience, and patterns of,in-7.
fluence of people and events on the career. This questionnaire was re-'
turned by 140 of the 150 persons, and interviews were obtained with all but
4 of these. One was out of town during the interview period and the other
3 failed to meet with the interviewer. A total of 136 persons, lb 5 men
and 31 women, were interviewed.

Table IV-5 shows the distribution of Science Aftitude Examination
scores of the 136 who were_actually interviewed. The HonorS Graups,
both male and female, show aptitude test scores similar to all those who
won honors. The Others groups'may be considered a- fair sample of the
Others who 'replied to the first questionnaire.

The Interview

'4 One or two interviewers were selected for each area. Each interviewer
had ad extensive training Ind experience ininterviekving. In all, 3,0

_ intetkviewers partkipated in the !quay.** They were instructed not only
to obtain'answers to the questions listed; but also to explore carefully
any other topics or hypotheses they tho'ught might be useful in understand-
ing the pattern of career development of the interviewee.

'

* This-questionnaire is 'shown in Appendix II. ,

** The narnes 'of those ,who served as interviewers and the materials
sent them are shown in Appendix III.
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The interview Was des ned to take ..no more than one to two hours,4.'. ,_

, Ai
. alid at time and place co venient to the interviewee. Most-of the 11,

inteKrews'were conductec during eveni&js or on week ends.

The materials supplied tOthe interviewers consisted of three items:
. .. ,

1. ., A page 'of instruction r, reviewing briefly the backgyeund'
.* Of the' stsiFly, purposes," how the interview should be con-

ducted plus the general procedures for handling the paper
work and reports.

.
,

2.
s.A list of I5topica-abe covered the interview was.,in-

eluded. This did rigt.constitute a questionnaire, but was
a list of areas at informiltion to'Which the interviewer was
to seek answers, more c7 less in his own fashion, without

. any necessary sequence or order to the questions as long
as answers were obtained to all of them. The sequence,
however, was the investigator's estimate of an easy and
comfortable sequence_of topics from the point of view of
the interviewee.

3. A copy of "-Factors in the Early Motivation of Scientists, "
byDr. Anne Roe, published in the Proceedings Of the-
Seventh Thorinas Alva-Edison Foundation Institute. This
material waepettinent to answering Question 15 in the .

Interview Topies, "Was the early history of thfs.rperricin
consistent or not c- onsisterit with Anne Roe's hypothesis -
-regarding' early factors in-the development of sCientists? s,. ,. .1

Explain? - .,.-

fy? In addition to these general ite interviewers, the interviewer had a,noppoitunity
to study the,long questionnaire eturned by each of his interviewees.
This questionnaire had been reviewed by the inv stig tor and then for-
warded to the interviewer.'

. .
. 4 .

After the interviewer had received the long questionnaire from the"in.-: le
. vestigator, he made contact-with the participant by telephone or by letter, '

and set aotime and place for,the interview.1-All of the interviewers re-
: port that the irderviews were pleasant and corrifortable, 'and that theco-

..
operationtif ttl% participants was unusually,fine, both in tears 'of :their .

4A .willingness to participate and in their whokhearted discussion - and ,,.
preientation of their/career sievetopmeht,hirtory. The degree of insight
obt ed from this exploratory study wciuldhave.been reduced considerably ,14,

's were r not for the excellent cooperation of the participaziki and the high .

grt'qualitrof the interviewing., .
V ..
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The intervieli report's wereiptesented in narrative form, organized
as answers or report% pertaining to each' of th% topics listed. Since .

the, study was' priplarily, exploratory this 'flexible form was preferred
raiher than- a more,structured report.

4

The lonnuestionnaire and interview topics were tried out with 6 STS
from later years. Not Only did these people fill out the ques-

9ottnaire and participate, in an interview., their reactions to the pro-
cedure were sought and used in the revision of the questionnaire4and
the interview questions. The author of this study is grateful to/these
Science Taleri,t5earch Winners for their cooperation and help.

Before the interviewing wis actdally started, the investigator tried
to visit all the interviewers and succeeded in seeing 20 of them: The .

visit was to discuss with the interviewer thebackground of the STS, how.
the, STS had been conducted, both administratively and, t clinically, the
pUrposes of thi; follow-up study, what kinds of commit ents* mig be
made to those who have participated, and to offer. opport nity to-cl rify
any questions about thisstudy and about the interviewer' role in this
study.

.

f

4 1

ti

*

* Each person who participated by filling out the Jong questionnaire and
being interviewed will receive a surfirhary report of the research.

3
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FINDINGS Fli.OM 'WE LARGERSAMPLE

A look, at the 1550 who returned e short questionnaire showed much
information which,colld ser e as a basis for speculation regarding
the early identification of science talent, and its later growth and
-development. Among the facts which came to light are the follding:

y
1. there is a positive relationship between the scores

made in the Science Aptitude Test and the highest.
academic degrees attained within the ensuing fifteen
years. In.geneal, the higher the degree, the better
the average testitcore." (See Tables V-1 and V-2,
Appendix V.)

Those having no college degree showed the poorest
average test. scores, with thoie holding the Ph.D and
DSc having the highest aptitude scores. Again, one
must remember that these are not randorri- samples of
the degrees reflected. .

2. From the point of view of the selection of those who
carry hon ors, it may be noted that 45% of the Male

'Honors group (includes both Winners Ind 40-flocable
Mentions) reporting that a doctoral clszfee NVIiile 28%
of the Malle Other group with the sam i ange of test
stores had doctoral degrees. Among the women re-
porting, 22% of the Honors group had doctorates, while
only 8% of the "Others.group had such a degree. The
evidences shown by Tables V-1 and V-2.suggest that
not-only does the Science Aptitude Test have validity
as a selector, but the, other selection factord, high
school record, teacherstknecdotal recommendations
and the project report are additionally effective as
selectors of contestYhts to be awarded honors.

A pesitive relationship between the mean science aptitude
.scores and the present. occUpational field is shown in
Table V-3. The physicists generally have the best scores
and the chemists awe close bY. That there is substantial
agreement between the evidences shown for STS-1 and
ST5-2 is represented by'a rank correlation Irho = .76).;
between, the rankings of_the mean Scidnce Aptitude Test
scores for the fields of science for the two groups.

2 0
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The Ififference between mean test sres for vatibus
---- fields o4 oke e cannot be charged to errors of sampling,:

Ark
as attest :d by e F ratio's given in the table. Both of
these,st Istics show that the odds are considerably less

1

s than one n a hundred (p< .01) that the observed varia-
tions 'in means coultrhave occurred by chance.

%AL

.
These differences reflect at least two-MI:as of selection:
The "nitUral" selection associated with ihe.fields them-
selves, and possibly the selection.- associated with respond-
ing to he questionnaires.

Dueto small numbers of cases the test scores for wome
were compared only in terms of "homemakers" and "oth rs."

. The difference in mean test scores for these_ty6 groups fol-
STS-1 was' not significant. For STS-2, the mean'test storets
Ssrrors) for the homemaker group was 20.7, and for the
'noniktomerhaker group, 26. 6. The difference is statistically
significant beyond the 1% level.

4. The 'same relationships wec'eevident *hen, as high School
seniors, these same participants indicated the occupational
fields they then; expected to enterc-but it was less clearly
drawn.

Table V-4 summarizes the relati*ship of field of choice as
a high school senior and mean score on the'Science Aptitude.
-Examination. The differences in the mean score among the
groups for men were found to be greater than could be ac-
counted for by chance. Differences among the mean scores
for-,,initially chosen fields for women did not show statistically
significant differences.

5. Table V-5 shows the highest academic degree received by the
participants according to their early choice of field. Doctor
degr es ere obtained much more often by those who 'won
hono n the Search. This should be expected if the selec-
tion f spotential as a creative Scientist has any validity.
StoppingWthe bachelor's degree is more usual for women

,than fOr men. 'There it much variation from 10 o up to group
in the per cents who obtain a dpctot.'s degree: This ranges
from none for the "Other Sciences" group to. 510 of those
who originally wanted to go into medicine. In general, it
might be reafonable to assume that those vtith the ambitidh

,to,want to enter a field in which a doctoral degree is either
a ndcessity or quite desirable must have more ability and
alsohave-greater drive toward academic successes.

21 0
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Those who went on into science, on the-average, came
from larger high schools-than those who.did not go into
science. Size of high school did not, howe-ver,'Show-a
relationship to choice of field made as a high school senior.
TabletV-6 shows the average sizt,of high ,school graduating
class according to the present field of the male participants.
An F ratio of 3.085 makes it necessa7-to assume that the
differences'in mean class size shown in The tabledid not
arise by chance. The most distinctive differences are
between those in science fields and thos non-science
fields. The latter ome on t e avers: roan hools
with smaller graduating_ classes. Is it poz:ible that thii is
the result ofs,better equipped.laboratories and/or better
prepared teachers in larger schools? Theire is little differ-
ence in the mean class size for the. men aiid the women (161.
and 144 re spectively).

'7. One of the Most interesting tables-4n the entire study is
.Table V -i. This table shows that there is substantial
correspondence between} choice of field as a high school
senior and field of interest some 15."years later. The,
selection of the 13 fields of intei'est into which the data .

are tabulated was made to ,show trends without hiding therii
in a welteripy detail.

... 4 .

, -4The relatrionships betweeifthe original choice of field made
as a high school senior to present.tield of activity may not
be representative of all high school seniors nor of high
school seniors who intended to be, scientists. They represent
only a backward look for those who ieplied,to the questionnaire.
It does show the consistency of early career choice (as of
twelfth grade) and later realization, covering a span from
1942 and 1943' to 1957 for a total of 1, 234 men and 316 women. ,..

Those participants who, started fof4:e field and wound'uP in
.-

another are of considerable interest. No informatiOn-as to
reasons for these changes was available, though a little
turne, up from the interview group. The need for further
stud long this. line is discussed under Ir-irrNext Steps. .

Each orizontal row of information in Table V-7 shows'the
-present field for those individuals who had a common field
of interest as high school seniors.. Each column of the table
show he field of interest as high school eenins for those
individuals presently in the same field.

4 22 3.1. .
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; To teed the tattle, one miAt start with the first row of the
, table. Of the 47 boys, bar Honors and Others, who as

high school seniors wanted to go into biological science s,

s t

the largest number, 10, 'went into "non-scierice fields,
professional or managerial." Almost as many went into
medicine and other medical fields: Only 8 of the 47 are
presently in biological science. For the girls, 23 wanted,
as high school seniors, to go into biological science. Thir-,
teen of, them were ,hoMemakers fifteen years 'later. Only-
tNifo- stayed irr the biological science field.

S

The.pictiire in `engineering, as shown on the next row, is a
little different. .Of the 541 boys who as high school seniors
Aid they were going into engineering, 241 actually arrived
there, and 40 More went into the physical sciences. It is
interesting to note that this group contributed substantially
to the MD's; 24 who started out to be engineers ended up as
MD's. However, a considerable ,number of those who headed
for engineering went into zion-science

The medical sciences have been divided into two groups: Those
whose aim 6t achievement was the MD degree win practice of

40 medicines, and those in other medical sciences. One hundred
twenty -three of the maleb fn the sample aimed for medicine,

..and 67 got there. This is the highest percentage of achievement
of early aims of any of the groups included. It has been said
by college counselors that "the deti,ire to get into medicine is
more nearly a religion, rather than Ja. vocational, aim." It

MP
maybe noted that of the 36 girls who.as high school seniors
said they were headed for medicine; only 4 arrived.

Of the' 1,64 boys aiming fox chemist4y, 33 actually akriVe in
that field. To these; however, should be added-27 who_went
into engineering. Of 60'girls who ai Med at chemistry, 5 are
now in chemistry and 1 in engineering.

',OW, ailing.

:

Of the 1550 who returned the questionnaires, 264, about 17 %,,
had expressed no choice of field at the. time they were high
school seniors.

:Looking at the columns in Table V-7, one can get some answers
',to "where did they come from ?" Th biologists appear to be
larlely people who intended originally to go into science, with
no marked predominance of any one area of science unless it
is chemistry. t ngineers are persons who originally aimed

23
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fo'rt ngineerinig or physical science, _especially chemistry.
This sample of MD's' come largely from those who had
aimed for medicine or engineering': The physical sciences
'group ha origins similar to the engineers._ This is also
true of those who are in rion-science fields.

Ilb

Of the 316 women inchided in this table, 160 (51%) are home -
makers.. If we add to these those 'who-gave no answer to the*
question regarding present field,' this per Cent becomes 60.
This percentage is fairly uniform for the-various fields
aimed for as high school seniors. Sixty-one of,the women
went into non-science Occupational' fields, plus 160 who are-
hothemakers, and 30 more gave no data as to field. This-
leaves 80% of the women now outside of stience and only
20% rerriaining in scieiice. .It is interesting to note that one-
hilf of the women who stayed ipscie;le, stayed in the field '

they started for in high school. In case they gave an occupa-
tion plus -homemaking, they are recorded under that occupa-**
tional field. These wren are also carrying homemaking
duties as Well. The question of combining a career in sci-*
ence with a car er as mother and homemaker isidiscussed
further on the ba s,of the interviews with women.

It must be remembered, when trying to generalize from these
data, that the sample is made up of relatively bright persons
who as high school seniors indicated a strong desire tomake'
'some-field of science their career. -More information is
needed here. What non-science' career aims seem most likely.
to produce scientists'? And the most important question of
all, "What factors were most influential in, effecting the
careera changes?"

8. Tible V-8 shows the present field according to kind of work.
Of the 1550 participants, anly 7,.were identified as research
directors, 67 were research personnel, carrying on individual
research, and 50. were research associates or research assist-
ants, a to1 of 8% of those answering the questionnaires.

The great majority of the sample are perSons engaged in prac-
ticing or produgingin their field. , This includes most of the
engineers and MD's, in addition to the non-science group.
This groupin'g includes both, those who are -self-employed and
those 'who are employed by an organization.; Most of thel4D's
are, self-einployed, while most of t'he engineers are employed
in non-relifarch engineering jobs. It is quite possible that

.-*
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some of the physicist's included in this category really-
have reseb.rch responsibilities. .Tor example,- a respond-
ent wilio reported that his a physicist and works for the
RST Corporation is incldded in this category. He is put
with a research classifitation only if his job'is known to
beia research job.- -

%Teaching includesvall levels of teaching - college, high
. school and'elejnentary school; Of thost who are teaching,
63% of the men ind'33% of the women are apparently teach-
ing in some area of science, thodgh this was not always
clearly stated.

It is interesting to neite the s per of this gioup who
are engaged in sales. Two hypothes 's are offered to account
for this fact:

I. Boys and girls who, as high school seniors, show
any preference for a career in science do not
include sales a's part of that role concept; and,
hence, even in leaving science do riot leave it
for a sales career.

2. Those among the original STS participants who
have entered sales as a career assume that since
they are not in a field of sciende that the Search
and Science Service can have nofurther interest
in them and hence do not bother to reply to ques-
tionnaires.

.
Table V-9 shows the kind of ernjj) oyer relative to present field.

.Business and Industry rank firstas the employer of the STS
participants, employing just over half of all the men.

Self-employment ranks second.
group is compOsed of physicians
teen per cent of the MaleOthers
Honors are self-employed.

A large proportion of this
in private practice. Seven-
and ondf.9% of the Male

Colleges and yniversities are the third employer grOup. Heie
we find 20% of the Male rionors group but only 10Vof the
Male Others. Of the 67 empldyed by the Military as officer-si
20 are working as scientists.

25.
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Government employs a number from all thelields, but not
an outstandingly large -proportion overall. High school teach-.
iag_has drawn a number, but only 12, out of 42 high school
teachers kvere'clear1y identified as teaching science.I ,

s

. 0

9., Table v-10 shows the higheist academic degrees of the/respond-.
. ents clasiified according to present field of activity. Inthrs

sample the biological and physical sciences-have the largest
.proportion of doctor's degrees ofany of thie.ficidi, excepting
medicine.' Only 7% of the engineers have doctorates. In

' all fields,.the proportion of doctorates among the women is
lower thaii that among the men. This may tepiesent conflict
of interests between profession- and homemaking, or it may
represent a lower level of aspiration, or it may possibly re-
flect the assumption that the opportunities for women in these
fields are more limited and do not represent a sufficiently -
greater opportuhity with a doctorate than without it to retake .

it worth le .effoq.to earn-the' degree. It may also be noted
that the prosportion of women in the various fields who have a

.....' master's degree is-distinctly lower than that of men.

Only 14 of the men and 27% of the women in the sample re-
zorted no academic degree, Thig latter rieir cent has two
Tnajoi ,components; those who are homemakers, and those
who are classified as "Non-Scietnice, Other."

There are at least 4 persons in the medical field who have
both a Ph.D and MD degree. Theie is one with an MD and the,
DDS degree.. Doctorates in the "Other/Medical D'octotat es"
include the DDS and,the DVM de§rees,

10. Military Service: All but 13% of the men report sonv6 military
Service between the`time of high school graduation and the
time of the questionnaire; A few have made military service
their career.

Those who were selected, for interview were asked to comment
on the benefits'and hindrances to Their career by military

A

service...Most Sf them reported nothing worse than a delay
'in their career plans. Others- reported pOsition benefits
particularly deriving from added maturity and a chance to
set better plans. 'A considerable number reported that the

'GI bill had helped considerably, and two or three indicated
that had it not been for that bill it is likely that they Would
not have gone to college; .

26 vs_ 35. .1
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Table V-11 scows the freque*ny distribution of males accord-. ing to number of months in service spent by them. It must
be remembered that these men graduated from high school
in the war years of 1942 and 1943.

Table V-12 shows the per cents'of the men, ly presant
field, who served as officers in their ,nallitary.service .
Most of those in Medicine served as officers after their
medical trainiu. Those who attained the higher ranks,
,e.g., Major 'ollhither, had chosenA military career and
had spent the longelt time inmilitary service.

11. Table V-13 shows tha,t 85% of the men and 78% Of the women
reported that they-were married. 'For men t#ie is only slightly
lower than the population as a Whole. The U.S; BureaU'Of
Census figures Jar 1957 show 87. 1% offbe nation's males in
the 30-34 year group (which the's e are) have married'.

4
For females in the same age group, howeyertithe eenaus
figure is 92.7%. , This lea' the women in'thi studied group -
lagging considerably more *an their male colleagues. That
this is not by design on the part of sdienge-dedicated women
to avoid cfamily and home responsibilitiesrbut. seems rather
to be the unwelcome result of moving -up competitively in a
male dominated ars,Airs discussed in Section VI, Findings
from Interviews wi omen.

tional fiures tor4he frequency of divorce in this age range
were not available, Tait it is possible to compare this-group
with some others which have been studied. Terman* reported'
in his study of gifted men who were college graduates, 8%
divorceid. At.the time of thi's calculation his group ?tad a mean .

age of 10. Rae** reports for her eminent biol gists a divorce
rate of i5%, but her subjects we're.in the 28 to 8 age range,
so that`more of those who ultimately would ha e divorced had
done so. .

For the STS grasp, the repoited diVorce rate was considerably
lower than in either of the. two.ahove groups, being 1.1% for.
men and.l. 3% for women.

* Terman, L. M. , Genetic Studies of Genius, "Vol. IV, Startictrd
Univ. Press, 1925-47.
4e* Roe, Anne, A Psychological Study of Eminent Biologists,
Psychological Monographs,' Vol: 6,5, No. 14, 1951.

1
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Table ir-14 shows the, numbers of Married participants in the
Science Talent Search according to numbers otchildren re-
ported. Fourteen years after high school graduation those

4 who are )narried reported an average of a little over 2
children per family. The average number of children is
slightly higher for the Honors than for the Others: This
differenCe is greater for the men than` for the women. The
women Who won honois and later had children had on thg -

average more children than did the men vigo won honorS and
.later had children. This could be related to difference' in age
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VI

FINDINGS FROM INTERVIEWS WITH MEN

This section -ii a-report on the information.drawn from interviews
with 105 male participants of the first two Annual Science Talent Searches.
About one-foUrth were "Winners," another fourth were :.11-iono'rable
Mentions," and about half were "tethers" who bad won no 'honor's;

The purpose of this section of the report is not to compare those whql,
-Stayed in pure science with those who moved away, nor is the purpose
specifically to see how different the later lives of those who won honors
might be from those who did not. Rather the appro-priately broader ob-
jective for so'explotatory a. study is to say, so to speak, that here we've
found out what softie of the early participants in-the STS have done with
their lives; the number, of cases is few, yet the"varietyof data is great.
Whatever. kinds of hypotheses"might be suggested by them are worthy of
further study.

Certainly the long-range goal is clear, and thatois better understanding )t.
of the nature and nurture of scientific talent., At this stage we are inter-
ested in everything and anything available. There is, however, one kind
of restriction to our interest, and that concerns the fact/that the data
are orsanized and categorized in a certain way. That is,, the cases ate
grouptd together along certain lines, but not by scientific discipline is ,

such. T)e number ancspeciffcity of disciplies is too great for a study of
the present scope. Instead the cases are organized in terms cif the gen-
eral role played in society. The 105 men who were interviewed were
classified as shown in Table VI-1.

To give a clearerpicture the five largest of thee) groups have been
singled out for comparison and comment. In the comments which ,follow
it must be remenThered that the 'numbers of cases are very small and
that the comparison's aro conclusions offered may barder on speculation.
Such .speculations, however, are the seeds of hypotheses for later study
and testing.' , . I '

1. ',Medical practice (N=11) - a very clear and common role indeed,
in fact a profession. The emphasis is on application rather
than search for new knovkedge.

2. Medical research (INI=11) - the pure sciencAband-maiden to
ths,Kofession of medicine.

.

A
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3. College pirof essors (N=14)**- representing a varifty of
specialists who have chosen the academic role.

ci6nce

4. Industrial rese;:a (N=12) - peSple of various disciplines who
iiave chosen industry as the setting for their role in life, and

5: Industrial management (N= 13) - people who have become
primarily involv,d :with their skilp for leadership and o
izarion, and may have _given heir interest in science or re larch
a secondary role.

These present five different environments:. They include the practice and
priaferision of medicine, the pure'science laboratory; the academic life,
the industrial laboratory, and the environment of matagement and leader-
ship.-

j A

T15e remaining ones, taken'together, closely resemble the picture pre-
-, sented by the fifth group,. the Industrial Managers, but have not been corn-

_ bined with that group.

These five environments represent very different ways of life, Yet the,.
STS participants of 1942 and 1943 have found their way intothem all. We ,

may ask them how different, are these ways of life, what are their individ-
Uar appeals,*-how do youngsters make their choices, liovemight they better
Make such choices, etc.

r

o

In attempting to find.answers to these important questions the five grows
will be compared,on such factors as. the follOwing, all based on analysis
of interview content:

J
a. Influences 9 Career choice and development

b. Marriage and degrees.

c. Military experience,

d. Job likestd dislikes ;

e. Work and play

f. Societies and community activities

k Publications, patents and honors

h. Friendship patterns
41,t.-
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i. Career changes

j. ;Their children as scl-gtAbits

k. Advice to future STS participants
**,

Influences on areer Choice and D'evelopment

The influence of professors and teachers, the major influence in all othet
groups, is almost completely ,absent,among physicians.

For all ofi the practicing physicians group family inflAn.ce ranks first -
in determining, this area as a career choice. ,--rithers, brothers, or
cousins were doctors,, or the family physician was a childhood hero.
There are only two mentions of high school teachers, and ane-oQliese 111
was cast in the role of father substitute, Possibly-the praCtice of
medicine is so tangible a social role that it.can-be> seriously evaluated
by children long before formal schooling and,vdeationat choice become

a-

IC-

issues in their lives.

Two of this group while in high school, wanted to be engineer-s.' Chem- .J
istry, blo-chemistry and Sob-logy:were other interest fields mentioned
before medicine dominated; One repolls trying to do a piece of original
research in zoology in college; Out of,this experience came the realiza-
tion that research was hard work, and that he reall wanted to wOrliewith
people.' 1

Among the 27 researchers, including those in medicine, industr; and -goVernmectt alike, but net includipi research directors, parental 'influence 1'
was more than adulation or folio ipg inther's footsteps in the medical
practice gic7up; And itbegan ear . Eve*ts-'recorded is fluial In - .

etude Yea nd father drawing diagra s oLthe Christmas tree wining for the
cu 'rious five-year-old, Sunday wa along the railroad wit}, father whd
pointed out interesting things abo construction along the way, sbns who
were invited to sit in the grou and iispa; when father's friends dropped
in for informal discAtions it 6-iemistz*y, or opportunity for adult con-
versation with professor fathe,P's graduate aiudents. Parents of this
group are generally reported to hvg encburaged children to explore ana
to seek for answers. to their own'questions. hey provided chemistry
sets, telescopes, Bunsen burners and books, Iliathey also gave the child

'freedom and responsibility at an early age. Two report that their foreitn:
born parents could not h.elp-them with school work, .blit helcl high, stand:
ards for the ,child's achieving on his own. Orie says his father' taught hiin
respect for doing things, another learned accuracy, another admired
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:his father for; resisting the lure of a greater salary in industry in order
to-ternain in his college physics laboratory asa teacher. 11 ' . .. .

11
. ).. .

_ Fdr research people, it appears, the influence of parents was strong% '.
The states of science, scientific 'method or research within the family
can be a',4trong influence, offering protection against the forces toward,
intellectual conformity and mediocigity.

. rs-
To those concerned with the effect of awards and scholarshcps on the
interest of youngsters in science, this may suggest a' firiner policy of

--/atiwi rents and family into the rituals of praisee and recognitions '
. u,sua cused on the young ecipient of the _award alone.

. #. . .
As a group these researchers were notably-not."people oriented." ..'lliere
were 9 for who there was iiolation in pre-school and grammar school .

days, either a only child. (6); a rukal child (1), oreseparation from
4the usual play ups for physical reasons such as ast1411110: For
them books, chemistry sefli--trntricirne lilibratories became a-refuge.

. One repofts that he ear14 learned e.sc2s.p. e from "people problems, " fighta
with other boya, etc.., by coming home to his hobbies. Another never

-*knew any other children until after he was se Stein and Shannon*
. found'that creative research chemists_ tended to tiepor greater isolation

fittfrom parents in early adolescence. " t
-.

. ,41. . ,
Iittittdes identifiable wittl r'esearcliwere apparent early, as im. the un-
usual

.usual curiosity of o ewhich Fed hitn to teach hintaelf reading, mathe-
Matics-and chemi y.at an early age, just because he wanted to know;
a.ndas in the skepticism qi another who at 6 cloubtecl,thtit was really
.a fairy who puthe penny under his pillow in exchange for i's lost tooth,'

fi To test the'hyPothesis he tied the tooth le Ais ear, which .sigriilled Min
41'in ake elks iritimg to catch his culprit parent when the exchange was
PA ted. 1 '

. .

At schoorit *as the teachers' attjefle more Allan the subject itself which
made the deep impression. An even half of these researchers mention'
high ,ircholO1 tea:chefs in subjects 'ranging from chemistry, 'inathematiCs"
and physics, teEngli,sh and political science. They remember them
because they "aroused intellect," taught a'llprobing approach, s' taught

.

"enjoyment of science, " "encouragad crtiativity" Or gave,therti after hotir's
a se to thp laboratories.

s

. -

A

4,

. .

*Shannon J. Early Detachment.and Didependence in-a Study of Creativ1 ity,
(unpublished anuscript) Univ. of Chicago, 1957.
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Among the 14 college.professors,, all tea-thing in some area d science,
their own teachers ranked first ill frequency of mention (10) as influences
in career choice and-deVeloPme Of the 10 influential people:, 7 were
mathernatiCAeachers, 2 _phys). and 1 was a chemistry teacher., Per-
haps the fact that this small sample of college professors includes 4 who

410 are currently; teaching' mahernatiCe themselves contributes to this appay-
ently heavy 'weighting in mathematics influence. The family was influen-
`till here too, but interestingly,' it is not the pii en t , but the' older brother
or friend#of older brother who turns up most frequently di the child,- '
hood hero.

..-

Of the 13 in the indu/ strial Management group, 5 reported that they had
been most influenced by their Work asso4iates, the men they have met
in bune their supervisors and bosses. When high school heroes'

iare mentisied it is because they were boys of strong clia.racter -ancl .

'decisive aMicin. Two menfion high school tdachers who were demanding
and hbld high standards. One eredits'a College professor who taught
him the "hard .facts\approeh, " otier makes special mention of
llis wife withlher "keen and logic nd..4conly 2 mention parental in-,

' t; ..the e te.tion of perfection in achieir ment 4'
- and pride in, 4job-well donesand in rseverance. .'It is intereitineto _-

note, however, that greiter proportion in this group than in any other
(4 cut of 13) were separated from,a. parent bydeath (fr.other circumstance, .be re high school'age. While tie data ca regarded as. . complete
since such a' questionlOas..nbt specifically iris dedisi the interView, there
mAy be...meaning in the obseryatiori thajathe only- 'otheigibups whith,\did,..
,reportlost.of a parent'were the meddcal practitionere(1) and the. medical .1
research/eq.! (3). In this group also t14re is.rnoie frequent mention. of ';
ep:ly dissatisfaction with the family tiponbmic status and. aoconseqitent . 1 if
desire to better the paiental recOrd,on dui Score. ,For theie men the
highly ,cornpetitive morefinancially rewarcibt envirompent.of-indtistr.i
has had W fakappeal. ^, ., '' -fr ' '

z ,

1
" .

In all these.grodpiogs there are some who feport in such fishionLa,s, "1
intended- to be a scientist since.' was 8:years Old," "received a chemistry.'

. bet as a child and the fastination still lingeis,"","knevf:at li? What Iwanted
to be; '! "decided on medical career 4ifter two years in high schbol." ut.
thee are also ;those whoneeEed 'more-time to find their niche. These in-. --t nstancei such as these: r

.
.1. After 2 unhappy years with poor gr es in medical, ichOol was

,so inspired by his summerob lab ratory direct'or that he!,!:*''
returned to medical school/ to sten first in hie class.

1
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Founorma zerziatios difficult in high school, avoided physics,
felt only moderate interest in science until age 30 when
chance got him into research, his "curiosity starteSfiripgh
and for the firsx time he felt a serious interest isanAhing
and realized t he-had towork harder. He is now in
medical research.

3. Ran away from hame and joined the Marines after failing to
achieve STS recognition Got high test score in General Class-,

ifiCation Tests and was sent to university for.engineering train-
ing.

1

, 4. Discoviered he had. an aptitude for tge.ching then granted a
fellowship involving part-ime teaching duty

5. Two,, now college teachers, report histories of "flunking" as
undergraduates, but returning after the war to different majors
and'cOntinuing to doctoral degrees. ,

11111
Those irLtervieWed a1ao included 16 who have "strayed into

,

non- science
. areas of 0/ark, alt ough as high school.seniors they slowed interest and

ability in scientifiPsubjeCts, In fact' 6 of the 16 achieAd honors. The
cases are too few and too diverse to draw conclusions, but it is of interest
to note some of the general factors recorded as influential in diirerting
them frdin science.. Listed is the order of frequincy wit which they
were mentioned,- the einclude:

Desiledor money (6)
c7,

Drifted-0): Some regret lack of gliidance in school, some drifted
into, family business or whatever pb was.at hand.

Desire to work jith people (4): These are the lawyers and sales-
men.

Pushed into STS by teaches (3): science interest was not a real
and personal" one.

Interest changed in mints* service (2).
, ,

Rearuited into other areas (2): Persuaded into better job oppor-
tunity that chanced,ilong.

;

Family ridiculed science or influenced to other fiefs (2).

dio
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Couldn't afford college (1).

(Note: The total for the above is more than 1.6 because some credited
more than ode factor.)

OP7.1
40,(4...,

Mis.rriage and Degrees
/

The median e at marriage, at attainment of highist'degree, and average
number of-ch. ren for the men interviewed in this study are showirbe-
low:

.OccuPatioii Gigup Mdn. Age .

at Marriage
Mdn.. Age at

HiOest Degree
Average No.
Children

'Physicians
Research - Medical -

Industry
Goverhment

Research DirectOrs fa,
Industrial Management.
College Professors

24.0
25.0
25.5

I% 25. 3
.,23. 2

'23.1
24.2

.. 24.0.
., 26. 0

26.4
#, 16.5

27.5
Z5.4
26.2

'

'

.

2.7
2,5..
1.8
1.7
1.8
2. 5
2.0

As a comparison the j.P. ritir.eait ei.C ensus figures, for 1950 show the
median age at first marriage for-the 'nation as a whole was 23.9 years
for males. None of themedians.glkow1/1 n differs much from the national
norm.

, 6..f
-

The physicians',groUp show larger families than anyipf the groups studied.
They are matt rikely toshave obtained their hi .:pest degree at an early
age. in part this, may reilcct wartinie:acceleattion of medical t ;ain'ing.
However, it alsipiitiggests that although some physicians decide to marry
before, and others after graduation, perhaps both groups anticipate
the kind of eqn6miC,seprity which will permit Iarge families.

The college professors, however, are moat likely to marty early in
their academia career`, i, e.,, before attaining their highest degree.
That this freeddm is econornically based is suggested by the fact that

the wivso)kitllege professors are more lely than other wives to havi
graduate degrees and eo be employed. This does not, however, seem
to stop them from having fairly large families.

6
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In looking back over the data from which the above table was derived,
it is interisting to note that the accelerated physicians, i.e., without
bache4or's degrees, -were, with one exception, STS'Honors people.
Among the early marryininclustriar management group, STS Honors
people showed up only in the early marriage cases and not at all in
the few later marriages. finally, among the college professors with
career wives, ,The Havore group were the exception. They were
the ones ivith non,-cateer wives., These last two observations in
particular suggest that the personal awareness of talent may add to
'feelings of economic security, and that the freedom to marry early or
to 'rna,rry non-career women both are expression's of this security.
One wonclers how many high school seniors are *wire of the economic
security-value of intellectual talent.

It may be assumediby many,students, and by school administrators too,
that the Students interested in science arelonot monetarily motivated.

'-Yet there is a yigorous competition among universities for teaching
assistantscand young research associates, where a difference of less
tfian.$500 in annual stipends may vim or lose a promising candidate.
This is not to say that yoUrig scientists are terribly interested in money,
but only that scholarly dedication need not be assumed to rule out- at ""/

ireas9eable concern for creature .comforts. Such an assumptiol'probably
does exist in many places, perhaps among those who envy the dedication.
and begrudge the dedicated any additional kinds of luxuries.

i
...

. . itary Experience _

Most of the men studied. experienced some delay in their careers due to
military obligations However, ,a variety of benefits were reported
from this ex'peri4nce, and these seemed to differ somewhat from group
to group .

Physicians and researchers in industry were more likely than others to
4 r have continued their college training while in the military service.

Medical researchers, on the other hand, were most likely to have taken-,

advantage of the G, I. Bill, with college professors a close second.
These, incidentally, included no STS Winners, who presumably had
other financial resources, such as schplarship!, or had.'received pro-

I

.fessional training as part .of their military service.

The industrial-management group, however, seemed to have been most
affected by military service. They were mbre likely-to indicate a gain

aturity as a result of that experierIcei. as well as a 'change in occu-
411. onal goals. Again, no STS Winners were among those so affected.

1
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Winners, in general, were likely to acknowledge the bejiefit of obtain-
,ing experience with people, but this apparently had no particular bear,,

ing on career goals. This may have been because Winners were more
dedicated, more talented, and/or more confident of an adequate economic
return for their talent. It, is possible that winning crystallized their
vocational goals.- The S S Winners, howewer, .also gained maturity
but were presum n science because of something else; i. e., their
talent. Their gain in maturity had, for them, no perceptible impact
do vocational goals. ..
This kind of interpretation may shed some light on the difference bet-
.tween adolescent images of scientists and the results of psychologlOal
studies of scientists.* The public, in effect, thinks them "queer" where-

7_as research shows them as very fine and mature.

In the light of the, above4nterpretation we might iiifef that the neg ive
image of science may stem from the leas rather than the a ented,
that it is bawd on those who go in for science as an escape an with-

..

drawal. All-the more reason then for administrators to screen out the
unsettled youngsters looking for a place to hide, and riot be ptii4hed into
overlooking those motivations by the apparent crisis in scientific man-
power.

Job Likes and'Dislike.s

The subject of overall happiness *id satisfaction in one a field of work
has been 'studied from a variety o/'.perspectives. In ese cases the data

were. , were examined in terms of dedication, job freedom, career development,
.personal satisfaction, work pressure, finanicial security,' job or working

aconditions, status, nd/or work management. Here the groups differ
. .

from due another quitenoticeably.
.. _. ,

Most physicians consider themselves "satisfied" or "content" but not
"dedizated." This is just opposite from the ntedical xesearchers where
most are "dedicated. " Perhapt; this is in fact'a function of the context

4 ' of the study. The cases'are former STS.participants and in this respect
.they recognize the study as a further study of "scientific" talent. To the
extCnt that, as practitioners, physicians feel that they have deserted

c pare science for professional security, they may be overly apologetic
about _their career satis4otions. On' the other 'hand, the ihdastrial man-

,.
ageent group showsraisuch tendency.

. I 4

*Mead.: M. and Metraux, R. "Image of the Scientist Among High'
`School Students," Science (Aug. 30, l91.04
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No group, other th the Medical researchqrs, shows a majOrity who
appear dedicated. The college profesior and research ip induStry
groups do show significant minorities who appear to be dedicaled.
The industrial management group shows a smaller percentage.

Medical researchers expressed moretsatitfaction'with their- job free-
dom and its iroPortance to them than did any other group,' especially
with regard to setting their own tasks. They also like making their
own decisions, but this is also found in the industrial managethent,

.college professor, -and 'research in government groups.

Nitedical researchers also appreciate the creativity allowed sin their
work, but it is the researchers in industry who make the most c'omm nts
on job satisfact of this kind - perhaps not because of greater job
freedom (i.e., to set on tasks) as such, but because of more acteq4ate ;
facilities and financial support. .

Under the heading of career development we-begin to encounter par-
ticular complaints that explain some of the job character factors present.
For example, 4,thile researchers iri industry have gciod things to say
aboutmgroWth and vacations, almost half complain about the necessIty for'
taking on supervisory or managerial_responsibilities.

On the subject of career development the industrial manageme5t grfup
has only good things to say; specifically abotit advancement, growth,
leave and professional contacts.

So far as personal satisfaction is concerned, it is clear that the college
professor group stands out in its appreciation of the "way of life" pro,-
vided by their_work.

; .
Industrial Managers mention creativity, in their work, with resea'rchers

.in industry.also inclined to so-comment. Nommehtson intellectual
*llenge are also prevalent in the industrial management group but
eyen more frequent among the medical researchers.

Practicing physicians meanwhile, and especially the Winners, complain
openly about the lack of creativity intheir work, the routine and the
monotony.

0In turningturning to comment about "pressure on the job" it is ohly the in-.
dustrial gioups who respond.in these terms. Some of the industrial
managemeni groups lik.e6the pressures involved in financial planning. --
Others dislike the pressure from the safes department or associated with

tb
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the sales viewpoint. Researchers in industry meanwhile complain
about the tine pressure they are-under, and also about their lack of
interest in the products involved. -

As for finantial security, it is the physicians and to some extent the
researchers in industry who stand out with favdrable attitudes, where-
as the radical researchers and the college professors reflect unfavOr-
able attitudes..

f

e
When it comes to job conditions, the.varibus groups comment about
quite different things. The physicians like their associates; but dis-
like th4 long, exhausting hours. Medical researchers like their

6 associates. The industrial management group likes the variety, the
people, the problem solving but dislikes the paper work. College '
professors like their associates, teaching, and the environment but
dislike the paper work. Researchers in industry like their associates,
and the combination of pure and applied research but dislike desk and
paper work.

As for status, physitikans feel successful and also feel that they haVe
social.rebognition Medical researchers feel only the personil success.
The industrial managewnt group feels mainly the personal success but
some .social r:ecognitiOn. Meanwhile the college professors and re -
searchers in industry actually complain about -the lack of social recogni-
tion. w

In ttis recital several things stand out. One isthe bored and fatigued
-case' of the physiclawas, however well paid an esteemekby society.
Theirs seems to be more of a craftOr trad an an intellectual role,'
and one, in which many work with their ha s aswell as their heads.

AnothtTisthe-relatively impoverished and classically dedicated role
of the medicall-iesearcher, free to combine a seajch for Knowledge with .

the most altruistic of goals.. Despite such sacrifices as late marriages
they shdw a greater feeling of overall happiness tlian'any other group.
Put another way, ideological or personal esteem se.eyis to surpass
money and recognition.as a source of satisfaction here.

,

Also striking is the "way of life" orientation of the college professors.
It seems to set them apart more from society than any other group. In
this connection one might speculate that researchers, whether in medi-
cine or in industry are likely'to be no more or less humble than the
nekt man.' The "teacher, " however, is "always a teacher" and itccupa-
tionally disposed to think of himself as 'superior in knowledge. fn this
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land of rugged and sometimes "uncouth" democratic varues, the,teacher

fics.nnot therefore be a well-loved person. . ,

Finally* and as alienost a Counter balanceito this, there is the emphasis
on creativity among the industrial management group. This is a concept
heavily Stressed these days iri management, i.e., "creative-leadership, "
etc. Without any implication that management_is,not -creative, one may
fall ask if the trend,towards speaking of the "science" or "profession"
of management (and all the creativity thereby required) does not in part
represent a desire on the part of business men to acquire some of the -

status of science and the drama of the creative intellectual act. The
trend is a healthy one, no doubt, but it is,interesting to note how, as
the prestige of science' advances, industry. and science draw closer to-
gether. They are creative., They earn good money. Meanwhile only
the medical researchers are left with pure dedication, and the college
professors go on being thought of as snobs with gzeat concerns for certain
exclusive features in their way of life. The implications of all this is
that the cultural residues of brain vs. brawn conflict in America are
disappearing in the face.of the rising, prestige of science.

.,/ .
Another speculition is that as scientific talent comes to be seen as just
another special area 9f aptilide, it wilt not be interpreted to mean that
the talented one is "better:' That is, with so many aptitudes and skills
required and valued in our complex society both in work and play, the
science talent may be socially balanced by others. This question for-

', tunately can, be pat in terms of how much status will be accorded to the 4
science talent of youngsters; or resentment felt toward those youngsters
by other youngsters with other degrees and kinds of talent. In short,
can youngsters with talent gain,the respect of their peers in an atmos:
phere wherein society, or at lea'st school society, stresses social talent
above all else, or where talent and individual differentiation in general
is the rule? How round about must we go? How many compromises
with sensitive feelings of,relative self worth must we make in order to
procure- aVelite 'group which can go ahead and give free ventjto its
scientific skills?

41
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Work and Play

I 1

Most ofthe physicians studied workmore than 60 hours a weelc, medi-
cal researchers about 60, college professors about 55 and all others 50
or less. Most groups,take work home with them, the industrial man-
agement and researchers in industry groups excepted.

,.
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Spare time activities cover a great 'range and variety among physicians
and-medical researchers, rut medical researchers are particularly
great readers. They read more non-wofeSsional than professibnal
literature.

Medical researchers and college professors both go in'for the active
sports. Thpy,hike, ski, swim, or bicycle, activities which can be
either group or individual.

Movies and TV are only mentioned to a degree by the medical researchers.
Physicians, seem-to turn more to spare time in order to renew their
scientific identities through professional reading and group meetings
and medical researchers use this time more to relax from a more than
adequately scientific identity on the job role.

110

Medical researchers are also frequent travelers, while the industrial
management group spends much time on home maintenance and improve-

.

ment. College professors are fairly hi'gh on both of these. Our re- --

searchers in industry seem to be the hi-fi addicts.

. 4
Societies and CorrimunitAictivities

About three ip the average number of scientific and technical societies
to which our groups belong. Physicians are a little above the average
here, but quite below average as far as community activities are Con-
cerned. Medical researchers are just the opposite. They are low on
number of societies, except for the-STS Winners among them,. and
highest of.,all on community activities. However, no specific activity
stands out.

The differv- ences in professional society membership may be attributed
either to the greater need for re-enforced scientific identity, or to the
greater professionalization of their roles - with all that this implies
for the plethora of county, state and national medical associations. As
for community activities, the physician can hardly need to advance (or
risk) his already high status.in the community in non-medical roles.
Therefore, one would not expect much activity o1 this sort even if
time were available. For medical researchers, on the other hand, it
'has been noted that while high on personal esteem they lacked a sense
of social recognition. For them-, therefore, any excursion9 into com-
munity activity can hold the promise of a poisible gain in status.

The ineistrial management group showed -the widest spread among its
Members in the number of professional and technical societies to whifh
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they belonged. This varied from 0 to 5 or more. Though fairly active
in community' groups such 'as school recreation and civic service it
was religious groups which were most often lidted. s./
College professori are second highest in number of societies, although
within their group it is the STS Honorable Mentions who have more mem-
berships than the STS Winners. The college professor group is lowest
of all on community activities, and this is indicative again of their marked
"way of life" preference with its undertones of withdrawal from the out-

,side world.
. I

Researchers in industry are highest of all on number of societies. They
record highest in community activities, and although these activities
covered as wide a -range as any,there is, as in the industrial maliage-.
ment group, a tendency toward participation in religious "activities. This
may represent either conformity to a generally conservative atmosphere

. in industry - or to some selective factor in the attraction of.certain
scientists to industry.

I

Publications, Patents, Honors, etc.

Half of the physicians have had no technical publications. Only onelTad
more than three. This contrasts sharply with the medical research group,.
where halfhhave had six or more publications. However, half of the latter
group are Ph.Ds rather than MDs and it is generally among the Ph.Ds
where one finds %he strongest tradition and pressure to publish. Neither
group has ha any patents, both have had some academic honor's, and .-

the medical searchers stand out somewhat in hauling gotten along tvith-
out so much b nefit of scholarships while in college.

44

The industrial management grottp also stands out as scholarship-less,
while.-the Allege professors are highest in number of publications - appar-
ently again a symptom of the.Ph.D culture.

Researchers.in _industry meanwhile stand out as having the widest range
of,pu icatioo behavior, some do and some don't. Thef are highest on
nurn er o patents taken out. Finally; despite their lac. of-scholarships
(like t e industrial man gement group) therarohighest;in academic
honors. ,.

*
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1 Friendship Patterns

Among the factip common to personal friendships:work is easily the
eA

outstanding. However, it is low among physicians - presumablyibe-
cauge they work'alone - and at its high among-college professors with
their large families.

- Music seems to be a special factor among physicians, hobbies and
sports among-industrial managers, and social fctors among medical

And industrial researchers.

Career Changes

When asked what they would do differently if given the opportunity to
re-do their careers, a host of ideas came forth. However, it was
Striking that in each group there were more who would, than would not,
make some Change in their careers. Thii was especially true among
the researchers, both in medicine and in industry, and least true among
physicians and college.pzafessors.,

The specific changes were many, but rarely involved a change invoca-
tion as such. Thus college professors talked about getting a broader
educational base or getting through with their education faster, etc.
(most grouz3 had comments too various for generalization), but only' a
handful opeAr discussed a switch to something else. Thus we can take
the previously mentioned differences in number of changes between re-
searchers and "professionals" to mean simply that the research role
is less clear in our society and that the occupants of those roles would
"tinker" more with their development to get their-roles accekted in the
right way.

Their Children as Acientists

When asked abouetheir Child becoming a scientist many said "yes, "'
and many said they would leave it up to the child. Few said "no." This
leaves it rather vague as to what extent the question gets at attitudes
toward science and to what extent it is a measure of parental permissive-
ness. However,--It is the industrial manager, and researcher in industry -
who are more likely to say "yes" - and the college professors, in this
case perhaps better describedas educators valujOrfreedoM of the mind,
who are most likely to leave it up to the child.
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Advice to'Future STS Participants
.

A number of very general themes developed out of the interview ques-
tion on what advic-e would be /given tb future STS participants. Most
common Were such themes ka l'be broad" - perhaps more common.
among physicians and industrial managers; "take physiciti and math
early" - "pre co,st-nntion among- college professors, and researchers in
industry; and "don't go in unless you're sure, and don't make your
choice of specialization too soon" -0 more common among college pro-*
lessors.: Most of theseadvAtes seem to say that one should build his
Scientific specializatiorr on a broad base.

-SUMMARY

Having compared the five groups of cases on each often or eleven factor
in their development, it would be appropriate to draw together such differ-
ences as have been noted. Taken together, rather ;than factor by factor,
the differences 'may provide insights not_otherwize tibtainable. Again
it must be remembered that these samples are very small and drarV,
from a group of persons who participated in OM Science Talent Search

,as hi chool seniors. They do not represent random samples of the
ocdti nal group:

Our small sample of ,Physicians area group of hatd working (they report
more work hours ler week than any otkkEr group), somewhat boredpro2-
fessionals who despite uncontested status and recognition feel little
scientific dedication to their work. They came into their field without
significant influence from teachers. Family influence largely took the
form of hero worship of a doctor father, or, adult close to the family.
They have achieved economic security, have been able to raise, large-, .

families, but use their spare. time, more than,any others, in professional
reading and group.meetings. Time with their families;- music, -theater
and golf or tennis rank high in their recreational activities.

,

The Medica esearchers inCliided here are also a hard working-group
of people, but dedicated; enthusiastic, and relishing a creative and free
environment in which to set their valued scientific tasks.. This is a
group with high personal esteem, though lacking in social recognition.
Despite the latter, and the lower salaries, late marriages and smaller
families that this entails, this is a group seemingly atntent to twit_
paid an economic price for happiness. And happiness does seem an
appropriate term to use;,.sincejob dedication does not.exist.herejatthe
added cost of spare time pleasures and relaxations. OnYthe contrary,
this is a group-thit does relax and enjoy its spare tiene., This is not a



group so "dedicated" phdt k'eeps its ncese to the grin stone'all the
time. In short, scientific dedication, while leading to heavy hours,
doet.not demand the whole of an individual's life. Ralher,'. one real /
enthusiasm breeds other enthusiasms. Psychologicallyspeaking,
this is .a fax healthier picture than that of the phy.ACians 'and pleasantly

'contrary to some of the popular stereotypes of the scientific 'grind"
o'r "drudge. ".

iThe 14 College Professors are a group set apart from society in its
concern for a way of life that leaves little room for activities in the
outside community. Its values are held all the more tightly by a pre-
ponderance of "academic" .marriages with career. wives at feast
partially employed along similar lines. It is a grout that deri'cres its
friendships from onv-the-job activities 1 r ely within the academic com-
munity. 'is aye group that values its MEd of freedoin of the mind to.
the point where it alOne would leave the chOice of a child's career
primarly up to the ill. It is,'40n,the whole, a group.oriented more to
intellectual values, which is quite a different thing filem the particular
search for knowledge motivating, e.g., the medical researchers. It
is our college professors, apparently more than those engaged directly
in research, , whq persist in questions about the' general lOirection of in-;quiry, the use and role of science in- society. Put another.-way, we
might ask if the exclusive way of life of the academician is not the .

necessary atmosphere in which to question and speculate over just these
larger issues. Certainly, the churh has always had its monastic rer
teeafs for schoiastic meditation.
'

.

Whishould the scholar not need some kind, of separatiolt frcrm the.crolvd,
in order that he too may be offered the kind of detoached.perspectiye
conducive to simplification of basic isAues? Perhaps this then is the'
true source of public uneasiness with the college professors, fbr they
are tinkering not with value-free facts and figures, as does the re-.,
searcher, but with matters of right and wrong, good and bad - even as.,

_ I applied to science.
.

The 12 Researchers in Industry as a group .z.tiw.,..r/sponeibility and a
fair amount of work experience early. It is a group that married late,
and began good earnings late, However, _its members did not marry,
academic or career wives, and have retained enough ofa religious
orientation to be rather immune to the academic concern witheiestions
Of values and /or an intellectual way of lite: :These then are working,
scientists, for hire; and by and large not trcrubled by the,large-r issties;
and not concerned with needs to separate themivelv,es from societvsfor
airy particllar Purposes.. It is a groupthat finds clrallerggeand Stupuia-

ANS tion in its, work liut is irked by attempts tg'be'shifted away from this

:so
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work in the dirt/Sittig]; of's ervisory responsibility. 'It is a group

,- .
whose .

* spare dine actkriti s ,are also' most technical, e.e. hi-fi:
. ,j

- Thin, however, .sugeelt a narrowness in'ouelook nqt shared, for
example, b the medi researcher's ith:their wid,pr varlet of
non-stience7relatations. Iri short, e re.searcherA in industry `have

-. the:intellectual challenge but not the s,uthusiastic dedicatiora of the '.
medical researchers. The former -are serious coniteivatives. .The

.., ' litter fina;riore than pleasure and contentment in their work; the.).4 40100
''find joy and spiritua4' reward. Put another way, the:researchers j

ttiduatry fi'nd skill and spiritual' satisfactions in two different areas, .
work andrelig n.., The medical researchers appear more:nearly to
firici Vothtati s in therm work. ,
,, ... ;

.

The 13 InclUstr agers report the4hortest work weeks, least homet mostoWork and inSt c unity activities w ich wpi religious group connected.
Abase' canitAne mortof their friendshi s w hobby and sport or "play"
activities, marrying earlier anc)IresSing confidently toward success a

*
r and advancement.. 'Early influences ini 411111tareef choices came' more /* . . .

-L------kfibrn works dosses, superviiors and jo associates than from -family
or teachers. They. find Oppogunities Air creativity in work. It is a
group that 'sounds like_ the normal, heahy personality, engaged in the

c

4'

,._ corventioralAmerican competition for iducsess. What jars thiiipicfure,. -44

.. however, is that-this;Stereoty'pe is supposed to involve "hard work, "..

:.- yet our two industrial groups workfleaSi hard clt the five., It appears -.-
1..., then.that industry, too, may have,,Anore 'of a "way of life" attraction

complete with the fihancial and maseulline.(e.g., "mature, " "sporri, ",
etc.)tacceSsorres.qf the more prestige and dominant.induStrial values

Wo-f Our times. This group, of course, must be judged a happy-group,
4 since it has ".110 problems" to speak of 1

, $,, ..*..
','king an overall view of the portraitsijUstpresented, ore 4 struck by.

,4the vry different atmospheres wail quglities.prevalent. One may wonder,-
,'cOnSiIing the fewcases and the amount ainspeculation involved, just.

\ /how Wi spread Or, representative are these qualities.Yeally?, And -if
.

f' *Fit y are wide,Spread, la this matched Itry approprigate awareness of them
.-1:y youngsters at various ages, and various stages. of vocational choitt?

,. -Such questidns require mpre data on v4-ich to base answers... .. ,
. $

.., . . .

Digeren'ces betWeen the groups seem 4 s 'large as' the differences be-
tween non-SciontifiC vocitions, yet the 'visibility:" of the qualities of 'the
fiye groups Varies too - with meslicine;(i,. e.,. the "doctor") certainly

,highest. - Qne would guess then .that 'the ,differences involved are only .
dimly appreciated by youngsteys and that their reNainess to choose or

ir 0-
/ 0

os
-I"

. even cbnot er some of the roles involved is yerushalty and d. Certainly
the spqflin ut in detail of the gaps and ,confusiong wi,11 t- gipidance

- - ... -

r. .
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counselors and other official= to tag remedial,action oNat letet an
. ,

informational basis,

e might infer that youngsters are kept too eogr ith differences
between physics, chemistry and biology, as duch,',to-appreciate the
other aspect of their vocational choice. This other choice, further-
more, the choice role, Will probably havemoye torn with their long ;r
rangeOfhappinesk On the job - because it involves differential pressures,
rewards and satisfactions which, so Par as the disceplinel themselves
are concerned, are . constant.4That wbuld predict a
,

4.0 .

01.
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greater difference in satisfactiOn_for individual g when comparing his;
life as a chemist in a university witliThis life as a-chemist ili industry..
thanthe clikrence obtained by comparing his Yife as a chemist in a
university-witbhis life as biologist in a university.

-

Another Striking obSeryltion is the minor role of statuCandPrestige, .

. .
a factor' of:supposedly vital importance in Our middle class. society. ,-
Physic ians have status and are not content, the medical researchers are

._ eveiY'hilppyaticrw..itt-it; the college prOfef; ors art doggedly 4oncerned with
....,

values w maic their, status necessarily ambivalent, etc.can.) One can.
11

not help feel that all of these people have developed occupational
identities'tbatilarAoutweigh their ,lass and caste concerns,utnd,that,only.

.amohg the 115ss skilled Would there be. so rich need to eval te,or's .,.
self worthprima4ily in the eyes of others: This perhaps isrwhat ,
gives scientists their reputed ind:"pendence a thought, i. e. i they

1
. know,how good they are and need not fear the*dgments of therf3.

One implication Are is that youngsters with the scientifib t lent have
little need of.pris

ies-and ceremcinies as such (those should be fore the
mea4ure and' .

and knowledgeable
on of the scholar-

patents). 'Whatethey need is the tests against which
th.Pinselvjes; the acknowledgment, of respe

teachers, and the tangible aria realistic 'cornpensa
ships, grants, etc. . .

, .

impialfnally,wit shoul Ibe noted- that the ran "e of satisfactions p
the fOur science industrial Managers for*oups (excluding
i s great enough to provide a way Oilife to suit almost any k
personality. Thus for a child*Withscientrfic talenthere s

Aause to reject arii.and all kinds of.careers in science on s
as hard or easy; rich or poor, socially significant or insi
. .

The variety is great. enough. fdtr Ally talent, if onl
aware. ....

evalent ins
he .moinent)
nd of normal
tad be no

Ch grdunds p
ificant,. etc.
they were,

Ttis arguesstrOhly for the supplemenation of inforrnatior on how the
. x ...

ciences differ from one another,' with information on how 4cientists
and scientifi roles differ froth one another. To 'youngsters, science can
be'presente as,a wide variety of potential jobs and, careers, with Some-

..

- th,ing to stir* almost everyone., ,

.

\
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FINDINGS FROM INTERVIEWS WITH WOMEN

Thirty -one women, a sample of those who participated in the Annual
Science Talent Searches of 1942 anct 1943 were interviewed for this
study. Of these, 14 had won honors and the remaining 17 can be pre-
siimed to have had more than average interest' inscience at the high
school level to have entered into the Search at all. Now, 15 year's later,
only 3 of the 31 do not hold college degrees, but even these three followed
their science interest into some form °of science after high school train-
ing.

.
, , i

. .
Of the 28 who finished college, more than half, 16) holdiflegrees beyond
fhe bachelors and almost one-fou () have a ieved the doctorate.,
The degree igroup iniludes one e in astronomy, psychology, toology,
biochemi.My, and chemical eng ring. There are two physicists;
and two Mb's. HoWever, there are SixIchemists,*pIus one intichernical
engineering. Is this heavy grouping in the chemical area typical for
women? If so, why? Is more tfaininCin this field available to`vioiTien
a's students? 'Does it offer better employment possibilities without pre-
suaried sex discritnination? Does it appeal to women's ability to do 'care-

,ill, meticulous work?
IIP

What sparked the original interest in science,at what age and how did it
occur ? What kept these yoUng women'on the ,science track in spite of
general-public acceptance (stronger 1,5, ears hgo than now) of science

_as a man's field? What has led a of them to continue in some form
9hscientific practice in addition to assurning roles as wives and mothers?

The earliest interest reported was that1iii geology and astronomy at'the
second grade and subscription to a science magazine at fourth grade.
This sports the importance of "expoding" children to science materials
at earlier ages than hao been rattier gdnerally thou it appropriate., Per-
ional "discoi.rery" of science was otherwise .reporte a sixth grade, high
Schsol and college levels. Two s'aid they could icot remember when they

) had not beln interested. Curiosity abosit science seemed ter have been
$4..liwpf their rnake-up alvlays. An older brother's chemistry Bel,' being
allowed to "tinker" in the" iotne workshop with her father, an uncle's
interest in chemistry, and a dire to be like the father who was a chemist-
turn-nip as early inf,erestsparking devices..

J. .

° This seems to support the observations by ofhers_that cultural environ-
ment, the kinds of toys and the kinds of play activities approved help
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set the stage for later vocational choice'. Emulition'of the father, .or
father figure .(uncle, older brother, admired male'teacher are also * I

, 2 noted.here. --4
." --s

_

.. - 4
. . .

Teachers' influence began early. Among those teachers reported as
infltiential, almost as many werein,the eleinentary grades as inhigh .

school &lid as early as the fourth grade. Such influence was ndt limited
to sa4ienCe teachers. Cane Latin teacher arranger] an engineering inter-
view fora student which helped'her liti her t r career decision, an-
other reported an elementary teacher and

,
iSh teacher. as billing

'most influential in helping her. realii* her own potential. ' , ,

. ,
1 i 6 .

)'* 1.

ily climate encouraged these girls to "look up" answers to ques-
tions themselves, to collect facts rathersthp.n opinions; to invent their . ..

own quiz games, to enjoy and excel at chess, word.and'number games,
' to make good grades. andto t a better education than the parents may ,

have had; There is nd evide ce 3:4 parents influencing any of these ,

girls away' from' science, rat r there' are commonly 'such comments
.as, "My, parents never pressured nos advised me7"_ "Mother supporter
me in all my deCisionis" "My parents expected me to-complete any
task .1 began. Without that training I probably wouldn't have finished .

graduate schocit,when Thad the babies. " Parents generally. held. ream ;
. ing in high regard although less than pfte-third'of the fathers and only

..
alone -sixth of the,4nothes had college degrees. .

,

.., , -0, , , .
, .;

.

*Family 'structure hat been esiaireined ancl conclusions fromAritimerous:
. Studies seem to point up'the scientii as typically an only carcildest son.1

This wasnot"disproven for this small group of women, but neithe is
the evidence strongly,insupport.- Sii.c were "onlies" and ten w e-tildest,
but seven were' the youngeit, Jour were in the Middle Sind for two we have'
no data **Roe has reported that biologists studied tended to have lost

, a parent at an early age. In this group three had lost a parent before 'the

-age of 18. * f
VP

V C ...
.

Economicrneed was mentioned twice as a strong motivating factor._ These
two young women saw in science, specifically in the medical area, assur-
ance of later income and freedom from the economieinsecurity in which

grey ups
I

STS rec ition seemed to serve in two ways is that it.brought additional
funds through scholar ships,which made continued, education possible and,

r
V

*Super, Donald and Bachrach, P. E. , Scientific Careers, Vocational

,
Development Theory, Teachers College, Columbia Univ. , 1957.

** Roe, Anne, , A Psychological Study of Emi ent Biologists, Psychological
Monographs, vol. 65, No. 1951.
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perhaps evsj more importantly, it brought confirmation of their own
worth and aEllity. Of the 14 honor winners in the group,'only one
failed to complete 'college and only two did not go be.yond'the bachelors
degree. Sbc---ia-iettedellie doc4prate. The, non-ItOnora group of 18 in-
cluded 2 with no degrees, 10 who went no further than the bachelors
and only ope who attained the doctorate. This could indicate that STS,
even in these early years, did function as a Serector of realtalent and
ability.- I ay also mean that the self-confi4gAe engendered,,by6TS
recogniti n, .tie the scholarship assistance'contributed,to th impetus

'needed to o on to griduale work.'

What forces motivate the.married women to continue some form of
'scientific endeavor concurrently, with home and family srespahsil?ilitiet
are not Specifically expressed, but some answers are implied. Interest-
ingly, those with the higher degrees are most frequently the Ones who
have continued to work after marriage. Th.gze.led to a number of ques-
tions as to why this 'Should be so. Attainment of the hi4gher degrees -

mAy be evideitce of their greater interests. The higher degiees may.
have qualified them5for some form of researcl?critical, or analytic
writing, etc.., whicioaan be caritied an mare readily at !oche or under
lees rigid requirenients 'to hours and regular schedules than technical
laboratory work at Isiwe#roleessional levels. it may be that the0iiglier
the degree the greater is the motivation to contribute or "pay back"
society; If attainment of higiiZ.atlirees is one mark of great -err ability
to organize time and rise it productively, such women by nature And
training must e better equipRedto handle-tws assignments.

One potent factor #n Continuing to work is the approval and enEourftement
of the husband. For the most part these women have married men from

-their own science field. Only one is an exception to this for those women
wild held de rees beyond the AB. At the baChelors degree level it is
still true in part, bfit less markedly ,so. It is only in this latter group
that we f d such comments as, "Myhusband'doesn't want me to work.
Says his 'fe doeerN have to. " Contrarily, in the higher degree group
we find repeated references to the spouse-as the most important influence
in the woman's, career, appreciationyof the husband's respect, support
and.encouragement 'in their work, and the anticiliiSion'of more joint
'projects as the family grows up. , -,,
In the beginning of e study it w4s the intent ,to classify the women in
the same manner- he men, accordi to broad vocational 'or career
groupings. This as andoned part in light of the small number of
women, but more im lyt it vials because of the realization as the
evidence was studied, at the most unifyingfactor in,the whole group'
was a persistent expreision in 6ne way or another, that the satisfactions

52.
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if science notwithstanding, marriage was of first importance to fulj1
'llment as a woman. Categories then became simply-the Marrieds-(<20) and the Singles (11). From this point on These two groups will bee

%ILcompared, .'
t t,--2.--- .

It could.be hypothesized that complete dedicatifitn to science has led
the Singles to 'Choose to by-pass the compliFatiOns of marriage and home-
making. However,.- study reveals little evidence of such dedi4ations to
Icience or, indeed,_ of job aatieActione. sufficient to compensate for a
more real desire for marriage. These women appear to findather
that the more competent they become, the higher up the ladder they,
struggle in academic degneet, onomic independence and professional 'I:t
recognition, the more complbtel they are isolated from male trocial

t

companionship and prospects of marriage. There are observations Opt
. the job bars liitiithatthaleeligiblegible ms, a so a activities arlimited.

b..
. t

1to- women friends who are as alone as they, they would welcome
more opportunity to share in married faculty activities, that the worrian
who becomes in "expert" is suspect In rsialecircles, socially. There
are fears of loneliness if marriage its not realized, fears of losing, .br
a aring to lose, femininity if they advance into the more masculine
rdlnm of executidte administration*, even a fear that science generally

.maketrwitmert masculine. , '

.
'Unicirtunately, similarprobleins arelikelYto face the unmarried career'
wojn in any line ef endeavor, However, it may be they are.more ,
aduteliere because the public Image of the scientist -continues to beiso

, ..
. strongly masculine. . .

This ie not to say that none of the Singles is'happy in her career. There
are many expressions of contentment' nd anticipation of future develop -
ments in_ their work, but the yearning far marriage either in addition to

or in place of the job is evident. There is only one brief mention of
inadequate salary scaleior women %Vito thliimplication that it was
hetter for the other sex.

The question as to whether a woman Afained inZscie rice must choose be-
tWeen career--anflhome if clearly artitiered in tht fact that as many as
one-third of the Marrieds are continuing Boyne professional job activity
phis their home duties. It'has already bee4 noted that those 'with the
higher degree'&are the most likely to do this, but it is also important
to observe that, in sixty per cent of these, marriage, and in some cases
children, predekled the higher degrees by time spaita urio as much as,
five years. Thai figure would be still higher if we included those who
married the same year they were granted their highest degree..(beyond
the bachelors).
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In continuing their education, as well as in working after marriage,
thesewomen give cre to the encouragement and cooperation of '
their husbands, . ho as'e didlny' of thim see the combination-of
endeavors as Fres-. any big problem. 9ne doe§ adz' it that, if
doing it over, sheln g t have delayed the bibies until after the Ph,D,
and anothefrelates a period after marriage in which she Kecipitated
a,serious illness by being unwilling to compromise between furnishing
and decorating a home, cooking elaborate meals (all on a limited budget)

i. and at the Bailie time trying to complete her doctorate.
#The age at marriage in.this group (MS, Ph.13--and MD) varies from

.' 22 to 29, age at birth of first Mid from 24 to 32, and age at highest
degree fron1,23 to 27,* ll these respects there,iircractically no differ-
ence between'this group and those_Whb did not pursue their eduication
into graduate work. The latter a ltar *ed at ages 20 to 31 and had first

ti-children at 2Zto 32. There is; fr) over, little -difference in the
present n'timben of- children. 'Those who went on to do graduate work
(and who are more actively continuing their careers) how have from 0
to 4 children, an average of 2.1. ITHose who hold only_,the bachelor§

4 degree and who are predominantetyi devoting all their time to home
duties have 0-to 5 children, averaging 2. 2 each. It would appear then
that, fot this parti ilia/. sample atileast, continuing a science edgcation

I
a'etv-rent to esXablishing and maintaining home

inity - giv 'a husband whit is sympathetic, approvihg, andwlia
. ,

Iorks-in the same or a related field.
.

... ,
I .

3 AI nplaying the dual role of scientist -homemaker, however, is ol entirely
one or undiluted bliss, ai the pre4eding paragraphs may imply. The
difficulties most often reported aem to be iirthe area of identification -

with, and acceptance by, peers ill the local feminine community. There
, - are reports, for instance, that_fellow housewives incline to the "egg-

head" vieltiof the scientistloothei r; looking upon her as Pdiffetent, "
possibly even inflating her status:to a pointwhich makes her feel awkward
andset apart inl the homemaker grioup. To axoN this; one prefers not
to let her neighbors know of her connection with the downtown university
so that in her neighborhood she ray remain just "one of the girls."
For others, this kind offeminine: Identification has been simplified by
the birth of a first child. Babies,' then provide a common area for con-
versation in-groups of their own ilex where they had previously felt .

alien. ,

and career is'no

Whether to stay at home with thebabyor return's the accustomeillab,
riniduties and leave the infant's route care in other experienced hands

at home is a difficult decision to gnake: Some choose to do the latter,
feeling, or rationalizing, that the 'child does not need the mother now as '

p
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it will\s/hen it is past infancy and-well on toward school age. This
decisidn'in turn may lead to feedigs of particularly in the light
of yhat they think otherspay think.

There isicknowledgement that 'pregnancies have limited outside
work from time to time, that the husand's job is of first importance
and if a move is indicated for hiradAncement then severance of the
wife's work connections follows as a matter of course, -but on the
whole there is a general buoyant attitude that balance iikthe dual role
is possible and-that maintenance of the careerinterest assures.the
family of a happier, more interesting person in the mother role.

What arethe kinds of work these women are able to'do while rearing
families? The cases are too few for anylirge groupings, but'they

..er --include such diverse areas as those of astronomy, physics,' teaching
and the ractice of medicine. Some are on a full-time basis of 40 to.
-8,0-hourPper week, and some on part time` of 8 to 20 hours per week.
Some require leaving the home in order jo work in the liboratori -or
tlassroorro, but many entail reading andpreparation which can be done
%,t home. 'Workiniola research papers, editingand abstracting, free

. lance writing are ihcluded.

Most of these anti iPate increasing then.NUer of Work ours week
its the family grpws up.. Many.indicate a desizElo teach, some to re).-
:turn more actively So research laboratories. Among, those not now
frorking, a few rule out any intent of ever returning to the lab or class-
room but may express,a desire-for' further study' and /or a hope to
;return to the old job or 4dvance to new ones when the ;ahirdr.e'n are older.
Some that by that time, they will have lost touch with theii
,specialty and questipti whether they will have the desire or initiative to
bring themselves sufficiently up tor

Mite to he employable.q up-

tin general the hobbies of-the two group would seem to diffei very little
from those we would expeCt to find among any gioupof womeri 11/4th
I similar educational background. In older of preference we found the
).tnairied group Most frequently participating in arts and .crafts, such
; 4s ceramics, sculpture, sewing, ett-i broidery and knitting, then reading,
followed by outdoor activities, 'incrudilig tamping, hitting, gardening,

golfing and riding. Equally popular were inuSic and participa-
'don in groups related to the school,Or church and local study groups.

.Only two out of the group seem to find pleasure in:decorating and fix- .

iing up the house. Theater, bridge, TV, photogiaphy, antique collecting,
codking or travel, were listed by only one each.

.53
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AmOng the single women, the arts and crafts were again most popular.
Music was second, reading third, and photography ranked fourth.
Dancing, travel and grOuplwticipation were enjoyed by three. Satis-
fying hobbies weregound 41 writing and cooking by two women. Chess'
and exploring were each mentioned by one.,

6.

In the area of community activities, as one might expect for the married
group;' we find that' education and school activities are first in freqUency,
civic groups weie second, religious groups third, recreational azid

' cultural groups next, governrnenrand political groups were less 'popular
with only two participating.*

Four of the married women professed to haVe no community activities
, whatever.

4

I

There seems to be very little difference between the two groups related
to publications. Ten of the married women, in spih of their many
other activities, have publicatipns, some of them only 1, but 2 of them
as many as 9 each. Of the 10 married women who have,never published, 1;
9 hold a-bachelors degree. 'Among the 'Single wcnen, about the same
percentage, almost half, h publications, again varying in number
from 1 to 10 or more. One of this rbup holds a patent, Six of thi,s group
have no publications whatever. 11P

answer' to theclues11151,r4Ifitat would you do differently if you could
clO your career over again, " the marriedeand single women were pretty
much in agreement. As a general summary the things they would do
differently include* the following:

5 would" choose a more adequate high schoOl or college than
the one which t tttended.

5 would have broadened their chosen ma or field.

4 would have chosen a different major entyely.

4 would have taken more liberal ants. a
.2 would hive sought more social and extra-,surricular activities. 4_

2 would organize their time better and study more effectively.

1 would have sought vocational counsel in pTanning her career.'

-54 63
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4A.. lb. . .
I would Ave delayed her babies until later in hers graduate
study. s'-

.

,
____6 Wer- e completely satisfied as is andprobabLy Would not
chInge a thing if they.bould go back over their careers.
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VIII

NEXT STEPS

Observations reported here suggest a number of questions which need
further and more intensive investigation. Many of these -could be ex-
plored effectively through data obtainable from larger samples of
those who have participated in the annual Science Talent Searches over
thee years.

These questions and possible studies are listed below withotr-any
attempt to rank them in importance. Through all of the suggested next
steps there runs the need for "coorol" groups to which the experimental
group may properly be compared. Some of,them were suggested by
those who read, this report critically in the first draft. To these critics
the author extends his thanks.

, .
1. These Is need to make a: follow -up study of the. careers of

a known group, using a Setter defined ample than employed
in the present study, so_that conclusions and geneSttlizations
would be more valid. This might be those whd graduated from
high school in 1946 and 1,947 (STS-6,and STS:77,r. Then, taking
the present study as exploratory, Consider the 1946-47 pop-
tHations as the study gidup and Make both en extensive and
intensive study of it; extensive in the sense that one would
aim for 90% or more re urns and intensive in the sense that
the questionnaire would e ambitiously thorough. The same
group could then be treated as a continuing.panel of respond-
ents for further studies; referring'back or interpreting any
new information receiveid from them in the light of,what had
been initially accumulat4e.d...in the/questionnaire study. Through7
out the present study the need for more representative sampling
was 'shown. I I

ti

14.

2. -An important need; not? by other investigators as well, is,a ... NI

i
N
Istudy Of the later baree s of pe-rsons who.as high school seniors

. expressed a serious int nt to enter -specific` fields ofscience.,
- How many of these ten' r fifteen, years later were actually
active in those fields? ,What became of thoie who left? What

/4influenced them either,tro stay or stray? .
f

I
i

Attacking the problem sit the other end one could also look at
those who have arrived iin a given field today to find out-what
brought them to it and ,vfhat were the earlier factors of influence.

,....-- , . /
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'Even more important-than a study of people who are operating
in specific fieldi, is chemistry for example, is the need to
look at the whole {natter of career choice, development and
present performaNcewith an eye for common patterns with-
out regard for particular science fields.

3. There 'needs to be more study of the careers as a continuing
proves, develOping methods of summarizingsuelkdynamic.,
patterns to -give better understanding than do our "cross,seC--
tion" method. .Sucha study would necessarily continue over -

' the life times of the gfoup of individuals, following the factors
and patterns of career development and chan.gR. Onecannot
take any one set of symptoms or characteristics apart from.
the organic pattern of the individual and have it mat/di/la12y

, .
A

/
meaningful, , . i

10 1

4.
. ,There needs to be study of career roles of scientists as.showni

'N...:.. particUlarly in our Findings from Interviews en. the
idenVicatiof the roles is relatively si e, but milk mor
information is needed about the process by which one arrives I
at such a role. What is the course of the .developing percep- 1
tion of the various social roles available in the scie fields,
such as college teaching, governmental re-search, industrial _I`

production, roanagerhent, praciice of scientific pr fession(
r etc. ? What are the influences and salient pieces of informa-)

t,
I

tion which mold these perceptions? Are there obfiervable
factors which show preference or promise for one rather than/
atc/ther.of the career roles?

One needs.to know wtethercoUnseling high school and college,
students regarding these 'roles in the light of their present
values is soundly based; or whether most of the role values
are assumed by the individual' after he finds himself in the

.1.role:

5. A study of women in: sotence. What factors in childhood play
activities, hobby interests, etc. , .oriented them toward sci-
ence? What actions and attitudes of parents, leacherS and 1

others encouraged or distouraged then2-? What obstacles were
encountered in college training, eMp101imen't and career ad-
vancement because they were worries ? How can' science trained
women.be effectively productive again in-their science areas
Arhen their children are grown? How can the two careers, sciz
ence and family, be developed.and combined to give a gatisfying-
way of life?.

' *
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6. Are there any clued as to physical, psychological Or person?
alityitypes,- different characteristics of behavior that add
up to 'tying degrees of creativity? Any other elements
in back ound, iierience, exposure to influences that rnay
help develop inherent ability? What clues identify possibly
undemonstrated innate ability during 'early and.Ver child-
hoOd?

7. "HoW, effectively has. selection in the annual SciePce Talent ."
Search operated'? improveme t can be made in the
selection of those who receive honors? '

. .

. 8. What is the effect of being "tagged" by therScience, Talen't
Search? kt general what-are the relative impact's on scientific 441111

.

4 1 Jcareers of rrecogivition awards on the one hand or Financial
- . ,e-,rewards on the -other? what are the- conseipiences for -con- , ''

fide/ice; achievement, drive, ideals, or career choice?
../f ' .

s
.

9:- What factors are involved in those choices and/or choice
Points which snake for flexibility and breadih op the one hand

. RI- narrow specialization; on the other?

10 What are the effects' of socio-economic "status and choice of
institution of higher leariting on choice of Career ? Why 'does-
one MD enter research-while. another goes into private
practice ? Wiky-do certain schools turn out.more graduates
who go into research? Ooesthe socio-economic 'status

* limit opportunity to enter certain schools thus indirectly
affecting orientation?

11. Compare a sample of Others from the STS -42 and 43 groups
who .aid not wi sailors but who have since achieved recognition
and are active i scientifilo-work, with those wh, were Honors.

4 onsider such que shops) as:

a. Not winning inISTf-i did' it increase motivation
and interest?

t
Cotild a point of change in-career atoice be .

. isolated by comparing buch..grou0, and what
"lbictors,were important in a critical change?

41
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IX

SUGGESTIONS FROM INTERVIEWEES

The interviewees who participated in tilie first two Annual Science
Talent Searches had ,some advice to offer those who ar now partic-
ipatirtg in the 6earch. This advice is summarized below.

s.

Career Choice and Development r
Don't specialize tob early

-Stair flexible
Inrestigate a Variety of fieltirand professions

before, choosing
Get broad formal education 4/
Start work with a company with training programs involv-,

ing all phases. of company operatieJV
Wet feet in research early
Don't go into science for glamor

College Choice
fir

A

Go to school away from home
a

Do your undergraduate work in a different school from your
graduate so that }1ou get different approaches t 6

Go to a kind, of s400l where you can.progress as far as-you,are
able and where creative activities" are stimulated

Go ta..41. school where quality of instruction is known to be high

1/1

Subject Matter , A

Get all mathematics possible Ai' any branch of science
Include History, Philosophy,4-lumanities to avoid one-

sided background

Personal Development

Seek tot pe'ople in field and try to learn from working with them
Be idealistic, not waylaid.by. money, ease, or friendship in your

drive to, forefront of knowledge

E1
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Be foTward looking, tag to see lorlitillrange conseqlOces,-
. a ,,even in-.choosing a. wife

pay more. attention to people, less-to form.ulae
Learn. #o make cool aecisiciris early and rapidly ...

"/ Be willing to,bedifferent V' t. .

Be
Get bead liberal arts backgrOnn4:1

- t receptive to problensiis otitsidie own specialty.
e

r
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APPENDIX I
O

Letter and Preliminary Quettionnaire
Sent to LargeSample
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SCIENCE SERVICE

s-

Dear Slier:,

I

THE INSTITUTION FOR THE POPULARIZATION OF SCIENCE avenged -1921 es non-

profit corporehon oafs trostees nononeted by the Nelson& Academy of Scoops. the
Ptlit,Onel Research COU1C II, 411 Alrovecon Assocthbon for the Asivenapnent of Sc

Ov E W Scr,PPs Wee end the Journelnbc Profusion WATSON DAVIS, DIRECTOR

, 1719 N N W WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

.$ Through a small research great free the
to tike another stay forward in'our baste Coigne,
argotic" talent in selanoe.

1

June 26. 1957

4-

Pational Science Ibundation, we have been enabled
research, the,identificatton and-development of

;Iik, Ihe plan of this treesst study calls for interviews with about.10 Participants letre

2943). Later itodies will be more imtlusivi, ,d Mill /,(ask answers to questions about career

first and second animal Wince Talent Smirches for Science Scholarships (1942 and

development yhich this current study cannot monopole. They will *loon* about other questions
. which were raised by the infurmaties from our sample of 250:

. c
Henry& Oo., New Tort Oity.

and Other seloctive procedures
since it began, and with Dr. II

Adgerton has boon Judge for the 'annual Science Talent Search

in each- Search.
H. Drift, has oonstrnotaWhe Science Aptitude Ilaminations

-

. 14

e study will be under the direction of Dr. Harold A. Idgortoi7,of lichardson, Dillow*,

.

As a first step in thit Study will you answer the questions on the back of this page
Than mail your replies in the yellowenvelope right now. Your answers will help in selecting the
150 to bs interviewed., We plan to interview-about 40 who were Winndre, 40 who won Honorable !Motion,
and TO other Participants.

, 1. . .0 c c0,

Our sample, we hope, will have both scientists mad non-sciontists in it. Both are
nocossacy to give us the understanding we are seeking in regard to *e growth of careers of palm-.

b tists. Me expect, also, tp get information so we can do a bettor job of seleotihi in future annual
Science Talent Soardhes. -0oography may have so to do with your selectioa, binge Vs omnnot.
draw a purely ransom sample and at thoweame tim:ealfilOgtrd to interview each such individual matter
where to may live. V. will draw our sample from those who livi in area with'a higfi.paturation of
ST$ Participants for 1942 and 1943.°

. .

. ,

Whether you with to be included among the 150 to be intertlemod or not, pleas., ..Rod in your
reply. The information which it carries will enhble us to do a bettei Job aftselocting the 150 for
this study.i

t.
.

tor those who to be interviewed tithe present-study, you will be askokto do two
things: first, fill out the questionnaire to biing your WI followLep record ep to date. Second, we'
would like to have a competent interviewer talk with you about your ocoupationalland sdudational
'histoyy, how you have viand it, how you have felt alppt it, the kinds of *vests and pools which
have influenced you career, and so on. *

As soon as possible after we hear from you, we All **loot the-250, antecenttioaca the
quostionnaireand ariange an appointment with an intewlear in his area at a time which will be
toesiniente Your 000poratiom in this important studly will take some of your time. Me trust that it
will not Do too great an aminnt of time nor too each effort.

A

It is oil. hope that 'we ma continue to oonductINkoss follow-up studies keeping in touch
with you ant with others ii lateeSearches in order to learn more about the development or careers
in science and also about the factors which lead some people, who at one time have thought seriously
about being soiktists, into oscupations.other than those included in the daimon.

Your 000poration and help in this important study are greatly approefitpd.,
.

VD. fik

inolosure

I

411

Sincerely,

Ed clog'
n Davis,
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PLEASE FOOkELD.

I

My- address--'should be Corrected as shown in the addreiS'above:

2. I am now employed- as a

1 employer is
s

- A.

le, rnmarried,';C:Dvd.doWed, C:Ddivoreed.

.. 4. i kame
:,

..,
childien., 44 . ,

V,

...% A
.0

5. Mykighest acadaMfc degree is . It was grantedby .

..' .. Of4

4S

c011eke'or'uniliersity \-
-1. A

6. I Arved in the Armed Forces for months

My highest rank /grade in the Armed Forces was

-s-
4

If .Iam selected as one of the 154, I Will fill in the questionnaire

an participate in thelintervIew. Yes, No.

1,

ti
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Dear ST8er:

CIENCE SERVICE
THE I ITUTION FOR THE POPULARIZATION OF SCIENCE orgonsiod 1921 se non-

proCt cotpotohon rti rustims nomnoted by Ow Newest Academy of Scarps, M.
When& Rematch Counc.1 the Amoncan Assocothon For die Adooectitnont of SCilloCO.
tho E W Scflpps Estes end to Jornoket.c Prolosson WATSON DAVIS, DIRECTOR

.. 17.19 N Stieet, t4 W WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Septegier 25, .957
o

f

I ,

Wg have selected the 150 participanti froze the First, and Second
Science Tale* Searches1who are being asked to fill. in- a longer .

questionnaire and participate icy, an interview. You are one of.the,150
. :

, *-The procedure is as follmis:

. We are enclosing the questionnaire with some brief instruc-
tions far filling it. in.' The form has, been designed to. be

as easy as ,possible for you.
2. Please fill in the questionnaire as completely as yob can'

and mail it back in the enclaSed envelope.
3.-'FOlcming this, 41 skilled interviewer fromvyAr area will

get in touch*ith you to arrange a ooirisnient time and pla

for an intarView. The interview will be concerned more'wi;
your attitudes and feelings regarding your career and_related

.0 events, our plans and aspitations, and any advice or suggesn,
tions might wish.to pass alimg to later participamtb in

the Sc nce 'relent Search. Suggest live regandin4 the Search

. itself will be appreciated. t
*

Please accept our thanks for participating in this study and in
Wing to our knowledge and understanding of the factors related to the

development of careers In science.

*:ah
Enclosure

O
1st

k ti

.

Watson Davis* Director
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A Follow-up Study of Science Talent Seaffieh Pa icipants,-
, .

ANNER/C THE QUESTIONNAIRE

firstsenv. d second Annual Science Talent Segrches
interview follow-up study has indicated his will-

.
accompanying 'questionnaire and to be interviewed

Each Participaqin the
who is includedi.n this
ingntss tp fill out the
regarding his career.

infortationliven.will be used only in summary form and will not be
individually identifiable.

114

The enclosed ,qvestiosparfe his been designed to make it as easy as possi-
e to fill out. A few directiOns may\make it.even easier to you to do
s and also-for.us to organize your answers in a consistent and mean -

i fqshion. -

S

.

ato

(

general:

1. Please try to answer each question; and where t4reis no
answer, put a dasilin the answer space or write nlo data."

;
.

,

2. For those questions pn which you feel that additional detail
or explanation is needed, please put the additional information
on the back of the sheet uith its queStion numbj.

3., Please,return your completed questionnaire as soon as posSible
so that an interview schedule in your area can be set up.

For those questions for which you do not have exacror precise
answers, make the best estimate )ou can a record that.

.

SOme of the questibns may heei'mor,p specific directions thai'are given
or implied'iz the queriionnaire. These are 11, 1P! and 13. The4direc-
tfonS for'dese Ate as fi4lows:

,

11

. -

P I .

Question 11:: Education Since leaving High Snhool: You will
notice a nuaer of columns. (Complete all the information
regarding one institution-before-retorting on anotherone.)

Vill first column (11.0)i. Schools Attended, In
this column write the name arid, address of each

inst,itutio0 you have attended/since leaving high
school. -' u, '-

In Column.11.1 Please,give the dates you attended,
th t sbhool, 'the date you'started and the date you

t. If' you do n.il-remember the exact dates, Live
the approximate dares. :

N.
.k.

IMMO
. - 4, ..

( J

fir

4
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In Column 11.2 indicate any degrees which you have been

awarded and the date ofiguch award.

In Column 11.3, Program Followed, please indicate the curri-
culum or program as specifically as yOu can'in terns of the

vocational giros which it might imply; for example, chemistry
Major, eIectricill engineering, bio-chemistry, and so on.

In'Colvmn 11.4 please characterize each school. There are

variousways.of doing this. We would like'to know: was it

a small or large school, state-supported, was it a liberal,

Vets college, did iA have a highly selected student body in
terms of ability or family background and-so Q4?

In'Co lumms 11.5 and 11.6 please give briefly the events and
perons that had'influence on your career.

.

In Column 11.5 indicate the EVENTS which had the

greatest influence on you. Please indicate what

4 they were, e.g., scholarship award, a good exhibit,
some particular Course, and so on, and also tell

briefly what its impact was on your career.

4 In Molumn 11.6 indicate any PERSONS who were dis-
tinctly influential in the development or shaping
of your career. ;Please indicate the relationship

.of those persons to you, e.g., teacher; friend,
-father, and-so on. Please also tell briefly the

impact of this Aersonand how it occuripd.
.4

In Column'11.7 indicate any scholarships which you have re-

ceived. Show thenlme of.the scholarship, its amount and

duration (1 year, 4 yearsitetc.).

gInjolumn 11.8 indicat4 any hOnors yolkhaVe re eived, such

as speCial awards,,prizes,. medals, election to honorary

societies and the like.

.After yOu have fini
411

sh9d the information for 'one school, draw a line under

that school'Clear ross the'page and take up the material for the.ext

school. '

'
Question 12: Occupational History,- asks for. considerable- etailed

information about yoUr job history. Be sure to,include al of,your

employment since high"sclio91 oA4,.this )(sheet, impcluding part-time,

summer, and incidental employment asfuli-time professional..

positions; It haS been okir eliteritinCO that some of, this king. of

,
employment, whiletpparently at the time was non-professional and

- unrelated to your goals, nonetheless has.contributedtowards your

career ,
e,

4

4

. 4

t

f

4

`,/
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7.

4.

-3-

/ - t

In Column 12.0 give the job title, fob duties and level
of responsibility of the position. '

In 'Column 12.1 give the approximate dates of,empleyment
,(the bqinning and the ending-date).

In Column 12.2 indicate ;thether it was part-tine or full-
time job.

LIn Column 12.3 please indicate very brieflyNw the job
grwas obtained.

IP
1, In Column 12.4 and 12.5 please ,,ji-,t,.dicate the influence of-

each job on your career.

In Column 12.4 please report the EVENTS or con-
ditions occurring on the job which had some
distinct influence on your career. Please.in--
dicate.both the 'EVENT and how it influenced yout.
career.

In Column 12.5 please report the RSONS around
your employment who Dad particular influence on
your career. .Please identify the PERSON by giving
his relations toyou, such as immediate super-
visor, co-work and soon, and then tell briefly,
what impact tha PERSON had on your career.

Question 13: Closest Friends and Associates, asks for informa-
tion about your closest friends and associate. It is not necessary
to give the names of the individuals. The form aeks that'each be

, _identified as to occupation, sex, age-relative to you, and relation-
ship to you. In addition, please shaw-Oe time or stage in your
career, e.g. :1946-47" or "during.my,first year o graduate study,''
when the friendship was most active, and finally, the comon'in
terest's or other bases for your friendship.

'

Please return your questionnaire esoon as possible. A stamped envelope
is provided. ,

4,

2

a

.14

ea.

r .



A Follow -up Study!
of

Science Talent Search Participants

QUESTIONNAIRE

Please be sure that your name
and address are given correctly.

Please answer each of these questions
as well as you can. If you feel addi-

tional detail or explanation is needed_
for anyquestfen, please put the addi-
tional information on the back of the -
sheet identifying it with its question

.number.

PART'A

0-, I. Persopal Data r"
, .

4
,

411111., '1. My telephone number As _ . (To make it easier for our inter-'

viewer to arrangtVfOr your interview.). %

2. Marital Status: '-- single, married, "t....__ widowed, 'divorced.

.2.1 If married, please give date of marriage.
month year

2.2 How many children?- Dates of birth of Children
,

...

2.3 Occupation of spouse at time of marriage

2.4 Occupation of spouse now

2.5 What was the field of study of your spouse?

2.6 College degrees held by spouse and dates rece ved

3 Military Service: From. to None

3.1 How entered 3.2 Hranchy Service
-,

3.3 "Highest Grade/Rank

.
.

'3.4 What was your military occupation if
3.5 Decorations or Honors / ,

, Ae

. 3.6 Present' . Military Status Ae
,

3,1,17 *Haw did Military Service lerfere with your career? ri.

3.8 How'cUd1111011111rhelP in developing your career?

4

.

4

f

/

69



4. Of what scilentific, technical, and professional organizations are you N(

a member: (Please

4.1

4.2 :

14.3

4.4

5. Of what scientific, technical,'and profeisional organ4zatio44 have-you been)

but at present are -not a member?

5.1

5.2

5:3

5.4

6. In what civic or community activities do you NOW paticipate?

6.1 -

6.2

6.3

6.4

7. In whit civic -or- community activities have you participated, but in which

you are not now active?

7.1

7.2

7.3

7.4

8. Please list twto.orthree persons who have observed Ike development of larkb

portions of your professional career and who could give their: views of

factors affecting your careeer:

Name

Address

Relationship'to,you

,8.2 Name-
.

Address

Relationship to you

8.3 Name

Address '

Relationship to you

70

A t'



9.

Mr

kid

I

Please list the hon9rs and awards you have received since graduation 'from -

high school., Please list both the award.and the date it was-received:-

(Do not list thaw awardi and honors which rim listed under 11.7 and'11.8.)

9.1
9.2
j9.3

60.

10.

9.4
N- '1'

PleasAWe list your publications: Title Journal, V
under military securitt, indicate only that there

10.1

e, Pages, Date. (It-

s such- a publication.)

,

10.2

10.3
4

10.4

10.5

10.6

10:7

10.8
t

10.9

71'. I

t
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11 '"Iiller.ation since- leaving high school.

S.

4'

ti

SCHOOLS-ATTENDED
Since-High School
Name & Address of
School ,

Date....

Attended
From - To

Degrees ',..

4
Dates

Program
Followed

.

. --

Characteri-
nation of ,

SchOol

Influence on your career

EVENTS PERSONS

.

Scholarships
Received
(duration & amt)

Honors
Awarded

. 11:b 11.1' 11.2. 11.3 11.4 11.5 11.6 11.7 11.8

.

.

.

.

.--

.

,

-.

N

.

.

1.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2

. i '

.

-

'.-.".__/...'

.

: ) .

.

.

'

,

-
4

.
.

i!. .

12. Occupational &story, since-Hii,* School: (Include Parts-time, Sumner, and incidental employment as well as

full-time professional positions.)

Job title, job duties
and livel of respon-
sibility

,

Dates of,
Employment'

From.- To

Part-time
or

Full-tithe

How Job
Was Obtained

,-

.

'

.- ,
Influenbe of Job onyour Career ,

,

EVENTS PERSONS
'1.-,'

%, ' OP

.,12.0 12.1.
. , t

12. 12.

-

.

Q.-1

. .

....
,

.

.

4

.

ds.

.
-

.

. ` ..
.

.

,

..°''''...4

'
,

.

7.........I°e.'"7.-

.

-

.

, '

4 4

- .

.....""

.

.

*
.

_.'"..-

. -

.

.

.

_

. - . 0 .

.

--
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-
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13. "tosest.Friends and Associates.,

4111.'

I

4ir

.-

Person

..

Kind of person, e.g.,
adirelative to yours,
sex, .occupation, etc. .

.

.

Approximate T tne

' of ,Clase.tris04

ship, or peri,od
in your life.
From - To

'

.

.

., - ,
Cannon Interests
(okother bAsis
forfor friendship)

,

4

13:1
..

.

.i

,

.

.

,

"..-,

d

,

..

,

.

13:2

. "
.4,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

4
.

.

.

.
i

_

.

,

...

.

_ .

'4

..

. .

. .

.

elt

13.3
-

, A

.

.

s

a
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134
6
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It
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----)-
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Sir
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P . . . _ ..-

ll4. Please.dedcribe.here any additiohil factors Di evidence pe0rtinent to the

developmerit of your career: Dedbribe events,persons,ideas, opportudities,

.

fdelings,.hobbiei,%,boes, etc.; not indicate above.Which,Vd perceptible

1#. ,,
effect on your career. -(Thin question is or particullr importance for

- .
.., 4.-

*t, thijse who.are'hot followihg careers in science.) -1,4 .

-4

1-,

*ft
,111111m1;
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LIST OF INTERVIEWERS,

4.

Dr. John..R. tarry
Associate P.rofessor of .

pSichology and Psychiatry
-W. Psychological' Institute &

Clinic, Uoiversitispf:Pittsbuzgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

.
Dr'. DatnierC. Broida

Chief Clinical PsycholOgist
VA MentaCHygiene Clinic
Rochester, New York

Mr.' J H. Burke,
Personnel Manager
General 'Telephone Company.
San Angelo, -Texas

Dr-Ralph Canter 1.

1'

Technical Assistant to the
President

Systems ,Dev.elop'rnent Corporation
Santa Monipa, California

a

'Dr. Robert S: Carter, Professor
Department of 'Education
Denison University
Granyiffe, Ohio

ft * tta

Dr. Harold A. Edgerton, President
Atiteharcison; Bellows, Henry &

-.New York 17, New York

Dr. Frances Estep
E step *As sociate s
New York, 'New Ytkrk

Dr. C. E, Etra.nit
Professor" Management?
Wayne 'Unive
Detroit, Michigan

Dr. Nicholas Fattu
Profe s or and 4X:rector
InItitutrfoi Education Research
Indiana University
Noornington, Indiana

'4, 4

41

Dr. 'Norman Gekoski
Professor of Psychology
Tenable Univeriity
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

le
,Dr. Donald L. Grunfrnon
Director and Professor of
'Psychology &.

Counseling Center
Michigan State Unive,rsity
East Lansing, Michigan'

Dr. H. Max lioutcherto
Chief Clinital Psychologist
Department of Medicine and

Surgery
VA Central Office
Washington, C.. ,

iyfr. Jerry Kravitz
--Infector of-PErttorutiet

Atomic Energy..Cominission
Los Alamos, NeVMexico

Dr. Gorham Lane
Professor of PdychOlogy'
University of Delaware
Newailk, Delaware

Inc. Dr. Eli Lipman
Associate-Professor of

Psychollofity:,,-
Chicago Undergradute. Division
University of Illinois
Chicago 11, Illinois

Dr. Resell L. Moberly
The Management Center
Marifuette University
Milwaukee Wisconsin

75 83

a.

1.



Dr. George ,A. Muench
Professor of PsyChology
San Jtse State College
San Jose 14, California

....

Mr. Richard G-.'N'tzel
'Department of Physics
University of Wiscoin _

Madison. 5,' Wisconsin
. ...

.3 ... ', , , es -.

1Dr "Cecil P.-Peck.
`Chief coniuting Psychologist
VA Central lattice
'Washington, D. C.
- go.

-Di. RObert P rt'off
Director of earch and

, .--Developmen
,Scieniie Itesearc Associates

Cl4calb,. Minai

OIL

Dr..-t, H. Porter, Jr.,
Assistant Head, Human racto

Departnient
stems Development Cotporatia

, .
Sa ta Monica,, California

Dr. Victor Raimy

4,6

Professor of Psychology
Unisrsity of COloracio. ,

BO: er, Colorado.

Mr. Max C.' Schnocx, Jr.
:325°85 Kathryn
Garden City, Michigan,

,..\

Pr: CliffOrd Sco
H44) 'Draining Unit.
Gulf Oil Cororation

f Pittalirgh, PenniytVa.nia
-

DP-Beatrice Shriver
(Winner, STS:21)

5107Allen Terrace
Washington 16, D. C..

-1

0

Mr. Theodore W. Sill Jr.
Richardson, Bellows, Henry & Co.,. Inc.
New-York, Nelf1RAiso

Dr: William A. 'Siveri,
Bureau of Psychological Services
°Uni.4ersity of 8tatZ, of New York
State De-partrrelti of Education
Albany .1, Necv,York

.

Dr. Lester E,Srnith
Director okEdUcation,
Topeka, Kinsas. .

Blue Cross
.

Dr., Lawrence H. Stewart
Assistant Professor of Edut-ation -
University of California
Berkeley 4, Califdrrtia

. -
Mrs. Henry Weinber.g, Psychologist
66.0ak Street'
Foicboro7 Massa:chusetts-

3

:*
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9.
RICHARDSON,4

2 -1

-355 LEXINGTON AVENUE

P

EL-LOWS,..HENRY & C6WPAY, iNC.

-

" "

NEW YORK Lt. NEW YORK MURRAY HILI, 2 630b

- Dr. Ralph Can r
. System§ Deve pment ,c,arporetior.

2500 Col. ado,"**, -

-Sania !,i,oni-c a, calrforni a
4 1 °

., .'Dear Dr; Canter:- .-a
.. .

-

DeCember 31;195

4

Since you erviewed one or more cif Ann 'science Thlent Search
participa for our ,foliow -qp stucly#,we would likq. your reaction to
the first ft of the report on the study.. Accordingly- .i4e are send-
ing you two copies Of this draft: One copy is for you to keeps We

Would appreciate your 'marking up the ,second copy and returning it in
the.enclosed envelope. A red pencil is provided for your convenience.

In looking oxer this draft copy, please be a 'critic,'ftt be specific
in your criticism. nil are not expected to rewrite, the 'report.. Your
criticism could touch on such questions as:

, What hypotheses have be overlooked?

. What mi-sinterpretatio of data do yoti see?
What,errors 4:4* fact?

- . Should better methods
kre' there inferences

..2What tables are unclear?
4, What are the next studies, we' should seek' to undertake?

. Where have ife.used a big word where a simpler one would be
clearer? ,

. please be sure your identity as an interviewer is \\'-116.1.1;7
correct;

'Again, thank you, not only for your criticisms, but for all of your

Cordially,

ittpent of data havebeen'used?
ich, should havt been included aryl are not?

effort. to make this a worthwhile study.

HAE:tua
Enclosure

Harold A. Edge
Vice President

.4
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SCIENCE TALENT SEAM FOLLOW-UP STUDY

st.

.1.46,4., . '. Intelie%iig

sC f

. .

..
it. ; ,f

1 ' I
4 brief wa s"sent t o e ath 'of'tfle participants inathe First and

.
Fecond SciedCe Talent Searches.' These qh stiOns were concerned aith 'orrec eSs.

'of address, marital status, :oh and'.employer, highest academic degre ary
ill-Service and'hillingness to particip4e ihithis -Study. From those w

ing to cooperate'
/
150 were selected for intervieWing.. )

1
5

.

ch o the 150 as.' sent a six page questionnaire, "'asking in conside ble detail
. pgard ng-training, xper4ence, etc. Thpee queStionnairesVe being returte0 to

_,
pe. . Each questio aire.is checked for c941pletenpss. Adiiiti al areas of ques- -.- .'

tlionina for each c se may be indicated on,t1Ole questionnaire.
, ...1- ! -. .

,,
*

t .
.4.

You rill have a llst of questions to which you are to seek answers in the inter-
; 4 , c,---

view. In addition `to these, questions, please- obtain inforMatiop about family
.leackground: faihErs' and withers' occupations and education; age, sex,.educaT
W.on and oceupatiZns,of siblings; andanklers tdtadditional%uestion'4'I have
asked on questionnaire-form"(usually ¶n red pencil): .

w . .,.

., .
.

. , - ,

tnfornation r440ing.ear1rcareer.and cr4ativi'ty motivation will be useful.
.1 .

.7

On Question.2, for non -scient,ists, exflo4p career motivation carefullyT-hat',
actdrs affected career selection and*devellopit% 1

. 4 - 4W .

m. *uestion 15 requires that you be acquAlhed .',ith Dr. Roe's hypotheses. A tzhef
s' nary or her ideas win be furnished- to you. '

. -. . "
1

.
,

a In additon to obtaining answers to all Of the questions listed, thi: interliiewer
should Peel free to ellore any othere.rea$ which seem to him to have pertinence

0,and interest in.the stay.. - .
.. ....,

--\

RI. The Report bn the-interview mill contain aistimpary ems:her-to etch of the 4(estions

0 . .

. ' P ,V%. af.

. ".listed. The ;e are not the veirbatim reptfrts of the participhnt oho is interviewed
but rather, the sommarY ay the' interviewer himealf.:. The Report or 'the interviewer

ss, needoot'be lengthy. It should, hear ever, give h clear answer to -each question...
Each question should be identified by its questionnumber. -

...
. - w , A

.

I will .send to yoUthe,qopg questionnaire fpr'yo inur teryiewee.' This contains
his telephone limiDer and address sd'you'can Make' an appointment 'for the,in rviev

. , .

which is mutually agreeable
. A

,.
.

..

.
4 '
'-' 'The interview shIld..12e easy and friendly-" -a discpssien,,,of tbeperSon and his

carver IAtshould not be catechistic in style. e ypu will use RrObing ques-
Ilibris.; it is-hot an unfriendly -probind. Taking rotes during the interview is

sji quite all night. - .

i' ®
.

5, I

Return. the questionnaire 'with your interview' report to 'Dr. HaroAd A. Edgerton .:
_., .

4

1' ,

.
. ,

Oursety Rodd . 0* '
14.-

, ,/ ( lie0.14naan, Ctnr).
.

, - i j46
' .. ' t1

r

Addressed enveibpes ydll be furnisSed. _Postagemat.,005Urse, 911.11 be refund4d. .

.

.

r,

r tori '

(kelt,
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4.

i Just what its hii job? .Title, duties, responsibil/ties74 creativity,

Interviir with Selected Participants

iT1

Annual.Sciepce Talent'Scar6h
A

TOPICS iQIE8COVUED.

relations to others,.etc. _
.

.2. How -goes feel about his'eareer In science? ,(If not in science,, asks;

about-We career -, how selected, satisfacti status, etc. 'Get clam-

-parisons with hisidea of careers 1n science,.

J

IV

I

,a.

b.

c.

d.
e.
f.

g.

*- h.

good points
bad point:- '

'which. jobs.liked. best? why?

;which ,jobs,likeddleast? othy?..

onthe.ljob,supervision
train* and career development
status /

opportunities for creativity" .

ti

0

WhalLkind ',f work or assignment,wo d he like bebt to do if he had the

Choice? Kinteriiewee is house what ideas doei "she have for a career

after her Children are a little er (e.g.; in school; grown up, etc.)*-
-.

.
.

mo .

4. .What are his Career plans or expectations for the next 2-3 years?

.tioni, promotions, changet4 etc..) . 4

5. What kind of a position or status does he see realistically for his immediate

future? (10r15 years from now) BalleS for thii estimate ?,

(tublfca-

6. If he-could re-do/his career,,what'wduid he dvdifferently? Why?
At -

,

7. How does he see the role of science and scientists, in Our society'?

."1
take, influence, kinds oC responsibilities, etc.)

.

a,
.81. What haver beenIthe effects'of close pals nd "goes" on .his

' specific. Start frond list given on questionnai4e.r

94 How d s'he zee the-effects of agefinaturfty/exporiuce

to spe ts.when.possible.)

I

10.;'Nhat does heldo with his "off-:the-'.job"

bobbies, etc.)
its ,

,

about how Many hours jaerweek, does he woi At his4ob, work taken home,to do,

other professional activteles '(specify), etc. .

*

, 1

(Leisure,

(Impor.6

Career? (Be

on his career? (Tie

1
Aracations;'proiess

.,..

. '

,
. N

.12. .What evidences doelphe use to judge the creativity of a

.,- .13.- What ad4ce to future ST3 particlants?
-.

. ,.
, -. ;

, .

14. _Would you like your child to become a scientist? fely? 4:

, r,

15.- Was the earlyhistory of this person consistent or rift consistent with Anne Boer

,. e7

'hypotheses 'regar' ing,early factorS in the develOpment of scientists? Ex:plain

mt, 0

f %
,1 0

hcientisto .

.
.10
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I Anne Roe

,thief of the Ptycholop Trai
II. D. Roosevelt 'eterans Adm

,Montrose, N. Y.

P

Factors, in the Early Motivation. of ScRntisis
.

.
we, do not get correlations between aptitudes ?nd'
.iititudes anti interests.

t Seems to me when we are discusising factors in
the early motivation of scienthts that w'eight.get
Hack to real first principlei,anct findOut some of the
things that seem' to be real .key issues. I think the

;'1

one basic key is that ode goes: Ito an occupation in
,which one expects tofind sitisfattions.-Yot, do not
krioW that you -are going to be satiified by a life of,
science , unless 'you have had some experience of
satisfaction in relevant activities. ,

am tal,kinkabout the-satisfaCtion of 6asil

if, '
istraiion Hospital,

I will ask you to take- a big jump, and to
bear, with me if I give you in very condensed form a

- very-c-omplicated lot of erial.
Since my recent stn. ,.es of scientists, I have ex-

panded -10'Ninterest i otcuPation and personality
and have-done a fairly complete study of everything
I could find out about 'relatioriships between occw-

. Ration-and' personality -over the'r-wirbte-gamut of
- occupationp infour cultUre. There being. some foray

thousand occupational tides listed in tlise Dictionary
" of Occupational Pities; this is something of a big

order, but, *fortunately, psychologists and' others
have nockai% irotind to examining each of the

--forty. thout.Vil.
44

As a result of this particular stud9,4 beCarhe more
and More.interestea in two factorstthat haecinly

.begun emerge in m own. studies of sctentisti
and .'One,- the c t or the glkeral\ social
milieu 1 whith the person grew op,. and the other,
the very enormous importance of- interests and atti:
tuderimposed uponthe,particular level of ill -,

. . .

....,.telligence 'or' aphides. " %
-.)", We realliiknow very little about tvha't cause; these

,differences. We assume that there are sonsigeneticr 1
.d erences involved in intelligence aid ipecial ,

apti-.
tud , and I am inclined to think this is the case,
although hoar, 4 specific these differences are 'no ore-

,
knows.' But I think that the differences in interests,
and atti4es are related, rather, to early experi- '

lecItuar arid emotional needs.

Scientists are indiviauals, whatever you nay be . 4 -

told, anck they have all 'the: basic needs of other in-
dividuals. Maybe they have softie needs in rather_
higher degrees, such as needs- for, sat sfaction with
regard to, knowledge, We do not know about this.
,,We do not know anythirig.abont differences in basic
drive strength: but in any' case- we do know 'that
we must ,have satisfactions, or we do not continue.

I have- been woiffing for' some time now on the
development ..of a theory reiaiing the arcaS.in
which one turns :for interests and attitudes. 1 %;111
not be aGle io give 'you any of* hypotheses with
which naveliolstered-thil-fhe'orY. What I will try.
to give yoittoday is a diagrammatic picture of what
102Ink happens, without going into why 1%thin)c it' -
happens; then I will point out what'r thinkits MI- Iv,-

plications are fpr the proltlems we have ahead of us.
Ishouldsay, thlt this is not just plucied'out.. of a,

hat' It is a distillation of a great deal of rrsea,reilf
from a "greatomany different fields. There. is yery lit?
tie arch that beirs directly upon thesort of thee-
reticA structure I am going to giyeyou today. I have
compiled .infbrmation from !hild;studies, such as the
Fes Institute and the' California studi6,-from.,stud
ies.4,differences.betwcen flit and second children

havior patterns: froin psychoinalytical studies.
and occupationaL studies bE what types of persons,
go into difiterit occupations. This pattern. 'Shown

,

the diagiarn (see p. is), does stem to me tO haye
.

slime basis of tlet.
. 1%fy concern

.
ple develop particular atti-

tulles anci ilnterests ou of 'their early elperiences. I
am going back to theearliest years of childhood_
when I think thes things are laid down, because it
is in these very earliest years that we deyelop a" pat-

' ences, -and perhaps this accopts, for the fact that

. s a

terning of Psychic energies th?CdetermiliK to what vt-
,
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we are going to attend involuntarily, it is the things

--
that ditch your attention, that you notice 641 of a
weal environment, that are the crucial-things'in de-
veloping your interests'and ankles.

-In the diagram .we have a series of concentric
circles. The inner circle is just a rwresentatfron,
very crge, of differences in emotional climate. I use
circlesbecatise I think we are dealing with a series
of continua ihat come 'back upon themselves, and

s-.
what ,I mean by "general emotional climate.' is the
ikarinth,or coldness of the family climate.. ,0"

In the di'agrarn-C. indicates thecolde;st point and
as r you 'go around,' the circle it gets increasingly
.warm. At the, dividing line- it is more warm than
,cold, the warmth insreasing.uritil you reach W, and,
then decieasing baCk to C. Please think bf this as a

continuum. . .

'. _ Now, parents IC different attitudes towardtheir
children acid different . wayl of behas ing toward

. . them, and they may differ from one child to an;
other child. but I 'think one can pick particular

' nodal pOints to.point upthese differences. I suggest
that we may consider.three that are' illustrated` in
the.next outer circle. One pattern of faMily behasior
may bef.calledemo-tional concentration on the child,
and fhis I have placed-ln-the---top-sec.tor,-straddling

,
both wartpand Cold dimensions. In ill' y sort of,farn-
ilY, the child's welfare is, the central rft. The pare
ents are extremely involved emotionally with the

/child. The child is never freed from close emotional
rtits of one sort or another.. x

Anothergeneral pattern may be called acceptance,
shown on tits left of the diagramSn the warm 'side.
The child is just another member of the family, nbt

- the most sital one, not the one that is of most con-
.

cern. but Caken as a member arrio,netlelvet members.
c' The list general pattern Avoidance, where the
- child is not really accepted into the family, not
really a center of-concern. This is shown in the
diagram on the cold side. t

There will be differences, trI;viously, in the was'
in'witich these children experience satisfactions, and

the number of satisfactions they experience, but
5 before we go into that, we can subdivId;ea_c_h, of

these major patterns and see a little more clearly
what goes on. These subdivisions' are thown,in the
next circle.

Parents who are deeply concentratertemotionally
on dhe child may react in different ways. One way

".

ss

(.

is the typical overprotective behavior, maternal or
paternal, about which we have heard so much. This
is on the Warm side of the pattern,. the overprO-

tective behavioi where all the child's needs .are sat-
, lsfred: awl not only satisfied, but satisfied with a

great to-do. I think we must distil gtaishsfiarply be-
tween need s'atisfaction that is Just routine-you
satisfy the needs as they come upland need satis-
,faction- that goes with, "Oh, mother wants you to

.3-
hase the very,best of everything"-you know, a big
hurrahAbout it. i

But we also max Kaye overderflardingOss on the
part of flare. parent, this shade' over on the cold
side, actually. -In e7camples of chic sort, again we

- may, have need satisfactioka. We do have\for most
needs, but the needs to be satisfied are likely to be
particularly Awn. and this it-a very common pat-

- 'ter, especially .,ita our tipper-class groups where
_there is a sort of noblesse dblige. "Yof. are 4-mem:,.
ber of this family, and therefore you mustdo very
well in school. but you mustn't do very well in me-
chanical thingS." It often happens, you see, that The
denrianOingness is a limited dernanding-ness, and the
areas that 'are openctrto a child are carefully laid
down.

- Now, ihis%.w.crdernandingness, which is- Ily

Si

4

rather c , shades4scry easily into actual
ld. It maY be the. obserse of ction.

m
If

d on

of the a
you cannot quite reject your child be use of gen-
,erai family pressures and general Ifs pressures,
nesertheless you can reject him in sense by de
manding of him more than a child can do,- or de-
manding "Ingsshe FS notsuited to

Rejection, however, can gooff into neglect, and
actually, psyc ically, neglect is probably mulch

Bess
damagi n rejection. As long as his physic -,

logical needs A taken care of. and if thercpre no
other children in the4arnify who are not neglected,
if-..ke is just part of a general pattern of neglect,
this is likely to be. much less dam4ing than a pat-
tern of rejection, where the child i4 actually deni-

gTated
Now, continuing around _the we go from

neglect Sp acceptance First is What I tall casual ac-
ceptancesof the child. He is acc.eptedsas a member
of the family, there is a certain degree of warmth.
his n are pretty well satisfied. He probably does.

44pretty much what he pleases, because rio one pays
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ny, particular at*ntion, and he may deNeloPic set),
large degree of independence on this basis.

The final category here 'is what I call los ing ac-
ceptance, 'which, as you can see in the diagram,
sha7Cles into thes_overprotectise intensity with ,hich
w started.

Focus- might be living things br.inaninitte- things, so
majorI Obi call it major ostkentation not to pqrsons. '

Note that for those from the rejected group, we'
. again in the defensie ;area. 10ouhase suffered

at the-hands of others, if you ,have been rejected,
then, you ,cirient yourself 'away from jx:ople rathilr,

I gise yon these 'patterns. because I think. 'they ',than toward something else. Oi-ientatio2 away from
lead to development of attitudes that are significant 4t,ir people is--a defensite orientation!, wheras, on rhe
for bc-supAtional life, or foi adultlife_generally. Vou other 'side,' where there has been acceptances whcirt
will find a good deal of. need sa.tistaction in the "your personal relations have gone sct smoothly that
ingiacceptance group, hupt would be in the quiet, they hale not required you to pay4patticulatAt(en-

o .unArialayed-wayrdiffering from this oserprotectise jion to them, you haseliaid attention to utter things
sat, Of thing, and it will 13e restrained in the sense in your eitsironment. and there is. no'defetisi4tiess
that it Its not accompanied with "Nfolhee does ,so about it. It is entirely a nonaefensie thing.
much for you becauie she lases Non- so much, and :::ow. what happens..as far as occupations and
yo must do this for her!' things of this sort go; 1 has e to refer here to the

What happens, then,-in the final adult who is occupational clissificationti baste devised. If you
rtItned to these things::. Look at the next sifter circle think of it as an interest classification, it is a liti

'in the diagram, which is-disided into two sectors. I simpler, but my guess is that persons in these Occ
have been a little 41 Wrap,' about , ese citY isions, s pations ape those whose occupational life (it y.
and in a sense I am guessing as to W h.apperis: but. . be- the asocational life, but it is usually the occupa-
there is es idence, and what I has done is, essen clonal life) is conceined with some sort of related-
Bally, to look-fo .I.

e

;), pattern. ness to other persons'. Tie diagram showi which
;This group in the upper sector conies out to, be

personswhose major orientation and-major focus of
interest is persons. Now, those persons may be self,
astd theie are a lot of narcissistic attitudes with

groups bf occupations attract persons from which
ack.grounds. There are eight major grobps.

Croup are the occupation* in which close
curial' contacts are-rinost important. ,At the upper

these oerpratect.te individuals. or then may Ix- lesels this group are the rapistssocial work
other persons. ,, ers, and welfarelyprliers f.one'sort or another:

If your hackground 'was 'on the oserdemanding
side, and your basic interest is' in persons,..yotr pay
most attention to jx.rsons because they are *he ones*.
you hate been up against most 1 hiss may be a

ithin ,each major group,xou',;musf run your occir;
xisrice 'of the SQ..

Icor; and t
ose wh re

nc ed with immediate andrson

pational gamut fr6m the
preme 'Courtudten -to t

theirs all in. At the lower le
. -s -

co ern personafensive attitside generally..Yon are on the defensi
. on.. ' .against thyse isho have expected' more of you than . .

Group II 'occupations are also' oc cupations inyou can do, and who have been pressuring yoit, so. . . hich-th, person-to"persotl, relatrorrship is %en. inf-you must watch them. ..
. portant, but instead of being a nurtarant relation.,an the other side we can have a nondefensise. in 4.. 'ship, as it is in Group I,' it is an. exploitatie one.

Merest in other persons. You received rich 'satisfac,- -I do not knew that I like to live theterm taken
tions from, your relationships with other persons, so. ' down, ,Life insurance salesmeh, bond salesnienr

44\

you want to mating to other inia' major brokers-tifk somebOdy into doing,somethitig. .'
Way.

* ..
/

The rest, those shown in th'e lower sector, are most
kely to cane out with major orientation% not to-',,.

ward. persons..liglo not say "malor ortevtakion to- -
sward objd-ts," beceusg this+ tonfuselems wii( kpsyelicl-`, . .analytic terminology, when "object- generally turns
out -to mean_ another perlon's anyhow, The abajor. ,. 5

t ,
°

.

The -third group of occupations (Group`
call' ollsraniiation. ,includes the vast -numbers 4

of Rersons"wh.o are insrolvethin making the wheel%
turn in a hnstness way and in .goserttinent also:
"I hat is a tat anomalpus. I'tn not quite sure ,what
to do .wit )athat one.i
" 11w Group occupations I. call gensral cub-

82
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Groups

I. Service t. Outgo?
II. Bttsiness Contact % I. Science

11. Cirgannation VII eneral Cultural
IV Technology OIL Arty and Entertatninerft' .

t -,.

.

I and-VIII aedso forth iii parentheses because the,

important thing is that this whole general orienta-

tion fits this generargroup of occupations.,

, New we- come to the occupationsthat are impot-
tant to us at the moment. In this-group we have

-occupational Groups IV, V, and VI, all derivint
froin those with major orientation not 'toward
kns.

Group. IV are' ,the technological occupation$.

Those'range from engineers at the top level, down
through skilled mechanical workme , and on dowh'

to the lathe operatOrs. It is'a gig oup of occu50; '',
'ions, 'which,is,of_great importan e in keeping t

country going. / ,=
Group V occupations are the ones on Bich

have the fewest psychological studies: I call them otrg
'door occupations, bec,ause I' could not think df ac t_
other ,name.,Incruded are agriculture, fisheries, .

-,. ing, husbandry, aft-that general let of oceupati14, .

T The most characteristic .trait of this group is thet

-practically' no one is in it unless"he was born ins)

tural. These are the occupations that are .conCerned
with presersihg and transmitting the general col-
.fural, heritage the schoolteachers, the,tlassoyers, the
judges, NIk librarians, and all that general group.of
persons:

And finally, in Group VIII, sou hale 'the arts
and entertainment occupations. a small group, but.
'a sery significant one culturally.

Now, actually, i think you can even make rt...s

and
s

it--a sery interesting and qu,t irtspecificsittration.-4., .

And finally Grdip V thilkheral science mai-
pations, which I hale tinguished ,fromsthe tech-
nological. for a number of reasons, but which are alto

, ' ,, >
closely associated with them. .0.,

a It is my -lieli,ef that persons, iFthe,- physical and.'
biological sciences come from the backgro indis-s.iiih

.
. ,fartiiliattittides as shown in ,the diagia I do' no

,,ruean:dtat.-eyery single one does, hit this i> ur

-major source for iecruitment. -Actually, you 101 ryd

that We can make a finer br"eakdown. The Group V
s

. .il
, occupations dune in primarily where

tit
1 hare indi,-.

cated.. think have.-more Group IV on one side as
breakdowns trian. the general surges:two th the, , ,.

4._
shown, and more Groiiii`lVI on the oth'er...where we

,.%.
1 >

hase. inorci'dr less a defen'sise tutrung away- -from

/ people. In the technological occupations we,are
these in the diagram in parentheses! ,For exartride, ', more likely to find those'who are justirit interested
I think Group VIII omipatigins corpo, in pretw, in others, not because they are trying to get away

groups mentioned come prima.ply fruit] those
4

rtiajor orientation 'toward person!. I haven

much (we Figure).whcre we have this selfrcen ered.
business, because here in Group VIII indisi gals

. .ate exploiting the r own capaeitips(of some rt or
another. They 'ma be some special talents ey way

ge their general physical (Eapacityi such a p ks-

sional football player possesses--iiimething, of that
sortbut it Gorges in

Groups I 'a
have indic.

a

s general grip titre
d VII, I think, may come tvheft I,

d ozi the diagram-I put the numerals
,

.11
'Pt

from them, but simply kecause their early interests

have gone through these' tother channels.
If this is correct, v.hat'does it signify fir ow prob-;

' lent of increasinkthe"numhei of sctinfists?,'"

Let nig "bring up the other matter of social-back:

. ground ()bs iously, wc _know that the' persons litho

tie( ()roe scientists come predominantly
from upper-clais social backgrounds. This-lias'h en

detnon.strate_d. re} atedly.'

483 ,9.)- r.
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-

401111by? Not becaus# there are more accepting or i
rejecting tidtnes in this gr9up. On the contrary, The
upper Class are more lik'elz to fall into overprotective
or overdemanding patterns 'because of the v aTues, in
the society for this particular son of thing. Aid it

N is not because they- are smarter, and I .want to em-
itphasize this. Lobk, for examp'ler!it the Army test

..returns on overlapping occupations. You find a great
many persons at -lower-ley& mechanical type' occu-,
'pations who are smart enbugh as far as sheer in-

_ . .

tellectual ability goes to become scientists, but Who
never do because it is never presented to them .4 a

possibility.. .,' .

I,would submit that this particular sort' or han-
,:. .

dling,,of children (acceptance) is more Characteristie'
;
of our lower-level" groups than it is of the upper-
class group; particularly of the highly 'educated
imper-clasS grodp that reads all the wfime-n's maga-
zines about how to bring.Up your chit' ren,,and to

,- on, and is, likely to get very moth -ohcerned in
. overcuncerrirationon 'the child because of it.

: ..
_Thif suggests to me. that we have an enormous

' reservoir of: porential.scientists that we 'grri newer,
411111. never, reaching.' Arid We. are no't reaching them be-

.
cause thky do nue know at a time when it matters

.that the sort of things they like to do ;hey can do
/ as scientists and not as garage mechanics, or what-

- . ever it turns out-to be for them: '
.

Tjtis is only one of the implications. There are
other -implications, of course, f ctir terest in
what -to do w n we are train g them nd what

.:-sort of appro es to training to make 1 riegi, are
' some

1

some more ge eral implieations-with regard_to the
,
l/Aamid structure archer.

Let me.offer 'One--caull'On.-Khe fact that I divide
,the handling of children into three groups 'does not
mean that I. think nper,ceni of the families ill the
country handle their children one way, anct33, per

,eent another: have .no idea abbut..the proportion
fallingWithin,the three areas)

Actuhlly, Most of the studies vv:e!hav:r had on
ebUdrei come frorn.ths mei-concerned groups, for
the simple 'reason that you do not get parents who

. ate rejectin6 or 'neglecting their childreri into a study
11,

fr 'group. I do riot mean, however, that it the parent,
declined to enter a stud) group, ;he was ,neglecting
his children! :

I want again to emphasize the fact that,.thirik
that it is through tlalise patterns' of family behavitir,

thai our'earty interests- and 'Ittitudes 'clop, and
tliv these interests may be implementr through at;
occupation. Other things being equal,' these Otti-
tudes anc inVrests determine t decision when a:>:
fret decision is poS;ibles when t t re is enough in-

11.formation avaiiable.

gra
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APPENDIX IV

ables eferricl to in Section IV

t

1

Table IV-1
to

Tabie IV -5
InCiusive

4

4!

a

,a1

1/

4.4

0
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4 - TABLE IV-1

4

'Contest

IN

Number of Questionnaires Mailed and Number Returned
4,

Men !. Women . Total

PerRe- , Per Re- Per Re-
Status Sent turned Cent.. Sent turned Cent Sent turnedeCent

,. .

Winners 60 46. 74 , 20 17 85 ,80 63 78.
Hons;rable Mentions 238 148 64 80 40 49 #318 188 58

- Others i" 3731 1Q40 28 1201 259 21 4932 1299 26 ,

TOTAL 4029. 1234 3.1: 1301 316 24 5330. 1550 29

.,

a-

TABLE'Are2

Distfibution of Science Aptitude Exaimination Scores (Errors)**
STS-1 GROUP'

Partici?ants In This Study

Scores Male Male Finale Female'
(Errors) Honors* Others Honors* Others.

0- 4 , 4 4 ,kri41

5- 9 27 6 N1

10-14 54 36 4.

15-1:9 99 13 3

20-24 82 14 tr

25-29 71 , 20

30-34 22

35 -39,
40-44 --. 17

1.1.
5

`16, 45-49 ... 13 -- 6
' 50 -54 --, 8 ' . 3

55-59 10. 40 1

60-6e 2 -- 2
', 65-49 ' .,

70-74 ...._

1

- .

No Data 2 '. 3 !I 1 I
1

TOTAL . 97 . 461 31 - 94

* The Honors Group is made up of both' Winners and Honorable Mention's. This
combination is used sb as to reduce sampling error due to small numbers.

** Scores are shown as errors; the lower the score, the higher the quality of -

.test Performance.

9 9,



Scores
(Errocrs)

15-19
zo.-24
25 -29

-301,34
35-39
40 -44

.45-49
50-54
59.594fr
60-64
6'5-69
70-74
75-f9
80-1 84
85-89
No Data

:TOTAL

-1

TABLE IV-3

A

Distribution of Science Aptitude Eica.mination Scores
-' STS-2 GROUP

Male
Honors

Oa ,NO

8
14
20
35
18

--

--

--
Oa 11,

2

Participants In This Study

Female
Honors

1

7

9

611.

.

Female
Others

1

- -
. 6

8
14
32
46

18
_s

1

1

"1

.

MOe .

Others -

1

2
4

11
19
29
75

106
114
101.
69-

, 30
9
1

1

7

97 579 25 .166

ti
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TABLE IY-4

Relative Standing in High School Graduating Class
'I of Those Who itinswe red the% Queitionnaire

. .Percentile,
Rank In

, I-1. S. Class

100
99
98

96-97 '
Y .4. 91-9'5,

81=90
71-80
6 1:- 70
51 -60
50 & lower
No Data

TOTAL

4. \
-, Miles

1--
Honors Others

, 67 62
47 53
,23 69
22 . 81
11 209 ,
4 153
1 1 lb.1

r '50
21
44

9* , 197

194 1040

) '

Females

Honors Others r
31 23 ..
12 ,*28 i
8 .18

'5 23
...--, 56

-- 34 '

. 23
1 s

5.

49

56 ,260

4

HigItSchool standing not available as rank and number
in graduating class, but shown ksj a transcript of grades*:

9116'1

I

1'
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TApLE IV-5

Numbers of Inter3iiewee Aco
Scienfe Aptitude Examination. Score

1942
Test Score Male Female:

(Errors)' H 0 H 0

li.

'

r
,

0- 9
10-19
20-29
30-39.
40-49
50 -59
60-69
70 -79
80-89

11
12
_1-

-=
.. OW

2
11'
,9
4
2

--
1

,M, eft

,
.

2

6
-,
--

--

'NO NE,

--
4
4

...

..' ...

-

, , No Score 1 --
TOTAL 24 28 8 8

g to
rrors) ,

1943
M le , Fem'ale

0 H 0

1

6'
10

8

:29

3

'

--
3 1 .

1 3

1 1

1

8

* The scores for STS-1 and STS42 are of comparable.
!
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APPENDIX V

Tables Referred to in Section V

Table V-1
to

Table V-14
Inclusive

.4

.4

103

93 ,

f
'4

4

II

11



4 %

Test Store
(Errors)

OL9 I{
, 0

10-9

NOn

M F
.

1 ,
_2 --

1

O 9

20 -9 H 1

O 13

\ .

30- H
1 0 ,, 13

4079 H
( 9 10 .r.

TABLE V-1

c 1 '

Science Aptitude ExaMination Score (Errors)
According to Highest Degree 'Obia.ined"(STS-1),

- Other PhD 84
Certificate '.' Med Doc- Med Doc.- '0 er
RN, A'A. Bachelor Master torates ,torates . Do torates,'

. , ),

M F M F'l M F .
M . F M F M F .

t. .... ..,* 7.

" I 8 3 8, -- 6 1 19
-- 12 1 5 -- 2, ..., -- 10 ..:;-

-- -- 21. 12 . 15 3 7 -,1 10,,
1 - W1 64 3 34 3 16 . 7 11

. -- _ _ 1

1 77 ;20 31
-

a .... __

2 4; 40 17 .13 5,

..._ -,-

_
.
. 2 15 6 2 --

, -N. --,

\ Li 7 . 1 2

-- 7 .2 --*--

-17

11 -

2 -

--

.3

OWM

10

Wm

tW,

1

W

.I

-

TOTA,L,

F

'.41 -6
31 .

42 22
'135

-- 2

153 34 .

90 33

30 11-

r --
15

2 1

4 .-- -- 1 - Z -a.
t

z

A 0 1 1 r -- -- -- . i f, -- 3 1

- . i

.

. 1

Means .6 24.5' , 23.1 ,;00101(r.8

50- H ..
O 2

60- H. -7
0

.>

, _.
218- Scie ce Aptit de Examinations not available in the files..
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Test Score
(Errors).

0-9

p

,None *.

F

H

,10-9 . H
o
H
0

r
20-9f1'

-TABLE V-2

Sc-ience Aptitude Examination Score (ErrOrs)
According to Highe&t Degree ObtainedIST$.2)

Other- PhD-Its
Certificate Med Doc- M'd Doc- Other

/!;', AA %Bachelor Master torates toratee Doctorates TOTAL

M

4
1

*4-

3049 H 2 -- OD 4m. .,
O 1 . ... .. . 1 10

, 43 -. .401.9 H. 1 MO 4=, ... M 12 . n
-vi 7

.0 7' 1 1 1
4

. 43 8

50-9 H -- -- -- 7

0 Z6 . 8 . 4 3 90 26

,
_gm gml a=

''.
dI'M A 1

.
0 32 82 3925. 2 5

. ;.
70-9 H

1
MD M

k? 10.'"-4 ;6.1 20 14

80-9 H . -,- -- -- -- _-
, o - -

.
1 ...,_ 2 -,...

1 .,

No Data 1-1 , -- -r -- . 1 - -
_

O -- 110 ,6 .1 ,. t

4(-- TOTAL H) '3 -- MO g=1 M 24 16

Q 76 39 9 '1.0- 254 88 '

1

Means 59.3t, 5, 5 55.4

°108 63.5 " - 60.5 59.5

F ly1 F M. IF
fr-

M M F

a. OM

a-) f:

1

, 2 8, --
1 - 4

s

6. 1 6 13 ', 2 34 .3IMI, IMI,

7 ._ S .: 1 -_ ., ,. 7 1 30 . 1

'17 2 * -`2 ,-. 110 4 18 1 53 -13
?

21 1 21, 1 1-1 1 104 14

1 -- 1
, -- ..... ..... -- 9

. 47 7 25 1 2 4 --,.. 24 -- - 1220' 46

IM IMO

-4-
28 7 11 2 5 14 1 170 79

, 6 ...., .. I=
a .-

4 3 1 2 1-
1

--
O . --

.... 1 ._ - - --
.

1 A".- --r -- , ..,.

=I/ Ma
/.".

. 26 4116. 10 3

108' 20 62 5 12 --

51.7 49.8 60.3-
57.5 5-3.3 WO

gpl =IP

1 --

2,

ok 39 23

2 --
1 , 7 1- .

33 3 1 97 2S
5S 4 579 166 -

46.2 53.3 N,

47:4 Yoti

. * Scierxce Aptitude EAamination s not available in files.
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, TABLE V- 5 ...
.

? - . - .

r 'Mean SO.teg"t(Xrrors) fdr Males o n. tlie Scielde i
Aptitude 3t:a.riiitiii-tion Acoording to Present Field

. i ...,k . 3
- : 1/4 ._ :-- , . 4,,

Mean Scores. (Errors)
Pre'sent'tiOct.,1'' 4.-- ' Ai:" = SETS -1

- :

;
, .., i---;.;.,..--.,-, ..)"..t/4.! .. '.' '.

BiolttgiCal Science'- -4 ., 29.6. (. 20)*
Engin4ering "1/4 29.7 (-157)'
Other -Medicoll'Scienc'es 28.2 (.21) '
Medicine,
Chemistry
Physics'
Other Sciences --.
Mathema.tics
Non -Sc; ivikr/P4rof

Othe r
All.
F ratio

, .,3. t(7,

( 31)
12.. r ( 27)

19.5 ( 12)
22,6 (161)
3.016-i 35)
23.3 ($28)

=4.992 ti .

sot
,

Indicillas the nurrkirer of. cases used ilk computingthe.mean.

STS-2,
51.5' (.20)

.52.2 (i84)
57.1 ( 23)
49.8 ( 72)
33.7 ( 36)

) ,.. 43.5, ( 31)
52% b ( 12)
43.5 ( 10)
5.8 (114,4)

59.6 (A'53)
53.3 (645)

' 8.167

I.

6'

t

I 4-
/-

TABLE V-4

Mean tests cores (Errors) According to,'
Field as alfigh School Senigr'

')-

STS =1 . STS,L2;

Male Ferrile = Maid- Female ----

Choice of Field

Stienoes
Engineering
Other Medical Sciences
Medicize
Other Physicak.gtiexices/e.Chemistry
'Physics . T.
Other Sciences
Mathema4ttcs
Non-Sc, Mgr /Prof

a

28..6 ,$ .5

22.1

24,7

Non-Sc, Othe'r
No Data .,

19.4
17:5

4 .--

23.8

22.2
a-

.23.9 26 IT

56.6 60.7;
52.2 ,

-- 60.9 -,
'53',2 57.'

)

; '54:3 -58.5 a
47.8' ,

56.6 60,9 .

54:6 600

96

4

414
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1 --TABLE V-5..
.

Relationshi Highest AcadeLic Degree to 6.
ice of Field as a High School SeniOr ("1

est Ac,adpric Degree .Receili,ed . .

, . per
- - Other ., . Having

'thollci of Field ,..
c Medical, , Other Doctorate

as HS 12th trade ,. 44None- Certificate Bachelors Masters MD
- a

Doctorate Ph.D., Sc.D. Doctorate Degrees TOTAL

. M 'F M F M F z4,4 g4 ,,M F M
g

T M F M F M .F 1 ''' #44 . F..
4,P

'Bio H .-- , 1 __ -- 1 --, , ..t, .- .t . 4 1

So' . _ 0, 9 .8 11 10 . 4 -4 1
. .

lingrg t' ' H. r -- -:- -- 3.2 2 28 1 4 IL:- 18 --' 1 1 --
' 0 49 3 147 -- 251 3. 96 ,1 17 -- 3 -,- . ,31

or - 1 t 1 -7
'''' Othe,V 7- . H -; '-*:.1 . - = - .... , %1 1

Med Sc 0 4 14 -- 11 , 3 19 . 1 4 - ... .. -- 2 ,M,

4. 1,

Med' fl .1 10 Z ,... 0..-
0 5 7 -- ;,, 4. 22 12 . 8 64

I..
Other H

...7
.- , 1 1 .-- .2 -- j-j -- . 1

Phys Sc 0-. 3 =-` -- 6 -1 4 1 ,-- 3 -- ...-. -

Chem H. 1 11, 7 2 5 12 3 .--
O 15 5 , 55 , 32 6 .6 9 22 2

Physics H f -- .3 2' - 3 -- ,-- -7
; 0 9' ,2 -- . , 11: 1. 1.4 -- T :2

Other . V H
Sc' . 0 -- 1

4 . ...
Maah ,, H ., .-- ,

....,
7

, 2

30%. ' 5 A3
1 - 42* W20

14% 85 3 41

56 7

16%- 1 3

-.14 51

atm' 13 -4
110 .28

29% 3 3

16. ,2

24% 34 17
.130 43_ L

1 . 0 1

13 -

2 - - 8

2- 3

2
Non-Sc H -- -- , --
Mgr/Prof O 2 .. 8 2 19 18., 4, 2 .--,, .

Non-Sc H .... .wdo..* - . 1 % I
... . ,

1 .... .......

Other q . 3 3 ; , 3 - .5- 3 --
--I -7 -,-

lip Data H 3 , .2° ' 8,

'1

7 ?..' 4. '3 10° 1

'" O 35 12 2- 2 81 c26. 22 11_ 10 14 14 --00

.
TOTAL .. IX 4. 5 , .,- 53 ,' f3 , 50 7 5 61 6

O .132- 61 13 18 470 , 48. li)5. .32 110 5 21 -- 94 3 3

Perceft H Z, 11 ; -- 2 . .27 57 26 12 12, 7 --
-.

31 11
-

O 12 1 24 / 11 45 50 19 12 H 2 2 . 9 1

- - 3.- ° ; liO, ., . 1

* This may be read as 41;11olvs: 2% of the Male Vonore group had no college degree at all,.while 27% had a Bachelor's Degree as their 14i;eil 'tr, :-g
-

degree, etc. --- . -. . , -. . 14` -.4 , .

. ..

. o . . ' 4sal'.1 r -....
' r.

1

36% .16 3

42 .3

_ 0%. - --
2' 17

, 42% . 2

.44 '

2 2

44k 31

11 6

... - 16% 31 14
166,., 52

1 194 56. .
2 1040 260

1



TABLE V -.6

'Average Size of High Sch.00l Graduating Class
Accordingito Present Field (Men)

Present Field
'BiologiCal Scienpes
Engineering . :
Other Medical Sciences

7
,Medicine

.
..

-Other Physei Sciences
C hemilitt my .

.. Physic 8 .,

'Otter Sciences.
. Mathematic 6

Nbn$Sc, Mgr/Prof
Non-Sc, Other 6

. No Data J-

..
TWALS .., ...

10

F ratio -- 3.085 v.
. ,

. . __. . - - . _

,!4. .Numbers in parentheses refer to number of cases.
%

a ,

-

Mein
Class
size

(. 35)*
(309)
( 42)
( 124)

.

157'
187
181
185
129 ( 17)

'' 164 ( 64) 11.

200. ( 53)
259 ( 11)

: 218 ( 22)
124 (325)
101 ' ( 75) ,

:.
154 ( 13)

161

_.,

4

98

J

5



1

M F

.
2."

M F

1. Sio' H 1 --
Sc o 8 2 2

- 2.- Engrg 'V 37
0 2 ZO4

3. Other
Med Sc 0 1

4. Med H 1 --
O 4 1 5

5. Other H - -
Phys S9- 0 -- 2

Chem
0 / 10

7--
#20 1

7. Physic H ''s 3
0 3 7

8. Other
4 Sc 1

9. Math
.O 2

10. Science H
(NEC) 0 4

11. Non-Sc ,H
Mgr/Prof 0 -: 8 -- t

12. Non-Sc H 1 -- 4

Mier 0 . 2

13. Home- - H
.7'

maker 0 .-- - -

No Data ii 1 .6 .
0 9 1 36

\rbTALs H 3 - -. 54 ' --

6

0 3'7 4 289 1 ".

112

M
3.

6 La-,

18 15

10 1

8 . 2 66 3.

-- -- e-

2 °- 4 ' 1
4 2 9

-,
2 2

:- '2 2 --
--

1 -- --.
--

- - - - - - - -

-- 3 0

6 6 10 1

40 es _ U4 5
,V.a

4 1 22 - 4

'.

I
tti

.16

f

TABLE V-7

Relationshp of Original Choice of Field ;o Present Field

-"-

Present Field of In t

5. 6. 7. 9.
M- F M F M F 'MF

1

2 -- l
7 1 -- -- 2'

L2 11 -- 8

-- --
,- -- 1

10.
M

2
1

11.
F hi'F

.- .-
10 2

.- 24
145 3

I- 1

3

.
12. 13. .

M''F M F

1 -- / Ili - 3

5 ' 3 -- 10 s

2

33 1 -- 2

-- 1

2 3 -- 22

ND
M

--
7

--

F

--
3

--
1

--
9

Total
M F

5 3

42 20 ..
85 3

446 7

1 .3
14 51

-- 3

2

1

-
9

--

2

-4

1

1

1

1

1

2

-

1

1

-- 4
--

1 1

'17 3

6
8 3

42 7

2 --
9 --

4

1

3

_L

3 2

.--
8 4

2

1 --

2 3

4
14

24

-- , 12
-- 18

,- - 2 .

2

11

2
14

2

2'

1

_1

1

2

--
5

--
-- '

--

13 8

110 28

3. 3

16 2

34 17
130 43

16 3

42 3

a 2 17

10 --

- --
2 2-

41 :fit

11 6

31 14.
166 52

3 --

1 1

4

dk.

1

-r

..-
..

1 --
1 --

A3 . 1

15 --
f...

11

22 5

3

2

4'
2

1

--
--

Z.
5

23
49

1

1

1

1

8

- '

.,-

- - -

1 *--

--
5 --
6 --

21 2
37 -:

- -

....

f
2

.1,

17

1

-I.

1

4

1

1

- -
-

1

4

5

18

-

1

' 1

2

cr

i
5
2

- -

2 --
27 7

2 1

9 a1
57 9

49 6

1321
My

3

27

4 1

87 21

11

24

38
121

7

1

14
;-
30'

194 56
1040 260
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I TABLE V-8

(Kind of Work

I II.
' Research Research ,1 , .

Student Director Research Associate Adm/Mgt Practicing Teiching Design Sales , NEC is fip Data , TOTAL'

Present Field 41k M F 16.4 F M F M i M F M PI M_ F M F' M F M, F M F ` MO,F
1

Bio li -- -- 3 -,..,

Sc 0 1 -- I -- 2 -- 22 2 11 1

EWA 11
O -. 1 -

Otlier H
Med Sc o ,
Med H 2 --

. 0' 2 --

..z 6--
13 el 1

-- I -,
3 1

1 w --. 1 ' --
5. -- 1 --

38 3 1 -- 2 --
12 -- 226 2 15 -- 9 ---

`r- i 1 2
. -

2 33 22 3 2 1

1 : -- 15 4' 1 1

2 91 4 8

Other H . -- 3

. Phys Sc o 1 1 -- 9, - 3

Chem H 1 7

7-
- -II 8 4 1

..
-.

-' o , -- 10 1 11 -1 3 21 7 . 4

Physics ..H --., 8 1 -' 1 -- 7 6 -- Of-
0 - . -- 9 1-- _8 Other .' H -1

-

-

9. 1

I -; , -- I
Sc * ...,\ 0 2 . . 1 -- 2 9 3 3 1

Math .H __; ,.. s: 2 , r 3

1 -- -- - ..' 1 9 7. b.

Mine-
,

maker 0
, Non-SC . H --

MgrfPrat 0 2 --
Non.-Se H

Other o, . 0 '
Science
(1110) o
No Data

O 3

-_ __ _- --L L_

,2

f" '7-
-- -- __,

7- 13, ... '25 b 4 --
1 -- 2; 1 65 2 179 16 40 16 2 --

41.

2 -,-

3 --
. 'TONAL H 2 -- 2 -- 21

. o . , 12 --- s 5 ,-- \ 46:

heir
Coats* H 1 -- 21 2

,14 0 1 -- 1 .. '4

1'

118.

1-

1

11,. 2 16
32 5 85

6 5 1 8
3 '2 8

4
68

1

-st

3

18 2

1 --
1 --

102 12 30 2 2

4 689 '72 89 22 19

53 21 15 ' 4 1

2 67 3,1 9 10 2

40$

This warty be read as follow.g:, 1% of the Male Honors group are students, 1% are Research Directors, etc.

sue- 1

--

3
f ..

_- 37 4 1.

-- -- 4* 5-4
-- 289 1

4 1

1 -- -7, 40 28

U, 4,
'1 -- 11# 5

3 1

15

-- .. .116

-- --

" "NI

tv../

-r 38
.... 121 --

5 1 .-
29 -- 1 1

13 1 , 3 1 1

OP Mt .1,

s

8
52 4 f25 6, 30

4 -- 68 ..01

5 -- 54

. r

23- 1 ,
49 8

21 2
37

1 1

'17 4

'5 1

-- 38
-- Of
49, 6

321 36 1

4 1 .

87 21

5

2

14.. 30

194 56
1040 260.,
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o l'ABLE 11-9

e,--,
Kind- of Employer

4 .

Uniy/
...0 11.4,1

, Buiines/.
1,

,
Eiem N ... s

College HS School padit Industry -

Presink Field ; VI.. F if F lit M F
';.*: F

15. io .2 H 3 -- , ...... - --
Sc .,

.
A O.' 10 -- .3 1 _L --. i ... -

Engrg _- H 8 -- .- 43
0 10 1 -- , -- -- 5 247 _ (

Other --' ,H 2 1 1 / --
Med Sc 0 6 3 41 . 9 8 12

O

.... , -4
1mt# H 2 2 --

0' 18 2 16 1'

Other
Phis Sc
Chem

Physic's

Other

Math

tic
Non-Sc
Mgr/Pia
Non-Sc
Otter '
Science
(NEC)

No Data

TOTAL

a.
2

1

H 3 1 ,-- : -i.
'0 6 -- 6 --
H 6 1 -- , 15 -- '

o 8' 1 1
39 i --1P

.,"

H 3 :.- 1 -:1 .10. Mb 1 . 1 0 ..
.

O 11 1 -- 2, 17 --

O 5 /2

3

3 1 - 1 rl - NO Mb

H t -- 2 1

O 6 2 1 1 -. 9 1
i ,

-cH --
0. --. -',

H 4 1 2 -- , ` i ..:- 2 1 28 i

O 14 / 23 5 9 10 19 6 157

_- 11. . 1

1 , 1 -. . WO 1 2 62',-

1 ' -7 --, r-, .1.- 1 -- 3,
2 ' I. L'. .- __ :-

-7- ..,---
-- --' -- . . -_ --- --

O 3
,
.- , ,..., 1.

H 39 5 3 -- 2 6 1 104,'

O 100 1,5 32 9 11 47 21 554

116
...

.

I

o
..1

Govt " Military .°' Sell . ,NEC

M F }4 F M. F
. .

M F
,

- , -- -- ... --
4 1 '-1:4/ -- 15 - -

.

1 .
2 --. 1 -' --
9. 3 -- . 4 .7. .1

.
--- , -- 1 -- -,-- --

2 ,' 3 1 , 19 -2 1

3 1 2. 11

3 -- '69 1
-7 -..

No Data

M F

...., 1

t.- .

L..,

,--

2 1
. -7

2. --
1 -*-I 1 -7 ..-

2 .2 '.1 ; ... - ,... ......4,
2 6 ... -a ..t..

--.' Mb Mb v -- ..
4

.

. _, IL .. .

--' --. ...
1 .: .., ,, ..f. j ,

....
...t. : -

-- -- -- '
: 3'8 '

121

3 ?....,-- 4 1. 4
5 12 1 40 1 44 2 6 1 1

.
1 ' 1 IM 2 , -- --II

7.14 4 1 3 15 2 1

AS Mb .. 0

-- r - __
. .- .... .-

-- . -- 116 00 OD ON 5 --
5.-/ 15 4 ,8 -- 17 1 38

38 48 6r 67 1 172 '5 . 3 124

TOTAL

1 F
'37 , 4

54 --
289 1

4 1-

40, 28

1144 5

3 1

15

23 1

44 8

24 2

37

- 8

-- -- 121

49 6
2 `-- 321 36

44,. *1

1 87 21

__ 2 --....
.... -- Mb MO

5 30 , 14 30

--, 194 56 ,.,

8 31 1040 260,-.

I

.1 1 ,
. 1



TABLE -V-10
,

Highest Degree Received Aclording -.--
. lo Present. Field, qf Interest

Highest Degree
v.. & PhD & Per Cent

Certifi- l
1 e r Other Having .

None cate . Bache- Med Doc -,Doctor - Doctor's
(No Data) RN, AA for .Master torates ate s Degree TOTAL

!...

M F M' F'M-F.., _MF M M M F M F
H 7, -- -- 3 -,- 100 3
O 10 -- ' 8 1 6 2 -- 13 ' 1 35 25 37 4.-.-
H -- , 21 24 -- ------,- 9 17 54 --
O 13 -- 4 185 1 74 -- 1 -- 12 4 ..- 289 1

H .... 1- -- 21 4 -- 95 100 Z2 4
O -- 2 1 -- 111 5 97 100 114 '5

er H - 1 2 .."-- 2 100 -- 4 1
Med Sc 0 2 4' 2 8 9 15 2_ --.. 19 -- 6 1 63 4 40 28

itChem H ...-. -5 -- 2 1 '7" -.-} 16 70 23 1
O 3 1 -- 16 4 5 0- 3- -- -- 25 51 .-49 8

f-1- 1 2 1 Mb MP 18 1 86 50 21 2
0' 1 1 8 - - - - - - 1 8 49. 37 'Mb 11

Other f ' H -- -- a. a. 1= Ala so 0. 3 k 100 100 3 1
Phy Sc

.
0 !.._ ...,t- 4 (_ 7 .11 .m1 OM GM 4 -- 26 e

Math H -- 1 1 _- .mp .1 4 -- 80 5 1
0 -- 11 1 4 1 -- 17 18 2

H 1 -- -- 1 -- 1.. 1
O 1 5 . '3 ... 1 2.- 8 -- 47 -- 17 4

Other
Sc

Science
(NEC)

- H
0

I Non-Sc H
Mgr /Prof 0

.... m . -- j . s .. 5 -- 100 5 --
-- .m MN 1 --' 1 -- 50

4 1 -- 21 4 20 2 3 -- 6 -- 49 6
47 4 2 ,189 21 75 10 8 . 1- 2 `3 321 36

. _
1.1 1 -- 1 -- 3 1 -- -- -- -- .... `..- 4 I
O 53 12 4 1 . 27 '3 1 ,f MI NM I= __ -4 87 21

H A- 3 11 110 111 .m1 iz -- 3 W. 1 -- 4 13 ... 38
.

O ..... 33 5 . 68 ... 1 1 ..121

. No Datie H .m . .mp 1 lie 41. m 00 M. . am m MP .111 .m am 1111
I'

O 3 9, -- 4 3 17 -- 1 8 -- 13( 30
I

' 56'TOTAL H 4 3 -.... -- 53 (33 50 7 23 5 63 7' 194--
O 132 6.3 .13 18 470 138 195 .` 32 131 5 '99 4 -- -- 1040 260

- .

102
4:`
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. TABLE V-11

Months in
Se ryit k '

96 & above

Time Spent in Military Se ice

Men Men.
Honors Other

84 - 93_ 1

72,- 83 14
60 - 71 4 23
48 - 59 38
36 - 47 41 185
24 '30435 80 432
12 - 2i 19 136
1- 11 5 20

None* 29 142

TOTAL < 194 1040

* Includes No Data

TABLE V-12

II

Tota.1,

59
3

27
42

.226
512
14,5
25 $,

171 0

1234 1

.

Per Cents of Men Who Served as Officers,
by Present Field of Interest.

%.of those
Numbe r

in
Per cent

in
in rvice

were
Present Field Se rvic e Service ficers.

Biological Sciences 28 70% 28%

Engineering
Other; Medical Sciences

314',
43

92
98

32
26

Medicine 129 94 69
Cther.Physical Scierices . 18 100 33.

Chemistry 54 75 IT
Physics - 47 81 32

Other Sciences 15 - 83 ' 20
Matheniatics 19. 83 21

Non- Sc.,,' Mgr/Prof 327 88 42
Noh-Sc., Other*. 69 76 22

TOTAL 1063

1"Z
103

1.
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TABLE V-13 ,
! . a \-

Martial Status' of Those Who Returned'Questionnaires

4arital
status

-

Men
r Honorsf Men

Others
Total
Men

, . A

Worzierrb Women
Honors , Others

Total
Women.

. Single . 24'.. 137 ...,c.).61 ell '-51 62
Married 165 884_ 10;49 45 '202 247 -
tfidowed ,

i
/4 , 4 8 2 12 Z.

Divorced 1 13 14', 4 3 A
No Data. °2 . 2

. ,
1 1

i'oT.4.1, 194 1040 1234 . 56 260 3l

,= .

, 11

TABLE V-14 .
-

A

O

.
Number of Non-Single Respondents -

.. .
.:, , According to Number of Children Reported . /.. *'.,

. .

. 44

. .

1

Number of
Children

0
1. , \
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9

or more
TOTAL

M'en
Honors

19 ,'
'35

56
354

5

1

170

Men
Others

134
167
312
190

76
- 16
: 4

1

1

901

-

Total Women ,Wornea Total
Men-
.

'Tionors Others. ` Women- , .1''153 3 31 , 34
202 9 36 45
368 12 57 69
225 .

. 15 49 64
95 6 26 -, 32
21 , 7 7

. 4 . 1 1

2 . 2 2

1

-- 9

.

1071 -.1 45 _ 209 : 254 )

ti

104
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APPENDIX VI,

Tables Referred to in-Section VI

Table VI-1

TABLE -VI -1

Numbers of Interviewees According
. to Present Occupational Field

(

we'

Present Field
l

Men
Honors

)
Others

Women
Honors Others

1 /
Medicine, Pr date Practice 7 4' 2 .r
Medical Resekrch 4 7, -.

Industrial Management s 8 # 5 2

College Professors 10 4k
1

High School Teachers 4'

Research, GOvernment 1 -3 -
Research, Iidustrial, 8 4 3

Director of Research -2 2

Patent Attorney 3 / - -
Engineering . 2 7

Military .
, - 4 . -

Non-Science, Degree 6 5 1 1 4
Non-Science, llb Degree 5 1 2

Homemaker _ 8 3

TOTAL 48 . 57 1.6 15

Q

105
121
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SCIENCE SERVICE PUBLICATIONS

The following publications are :recommended for reference about"
the Science, Talent Search for *4 Westinghouse Science Scholarships
and, Awards and other information.

!Ry You Can Search for Science TalentFree.
Honors Group in the ,20th Annual Science Talent Search

for the Westinghouse' Science Scholarships and Awards--
:Free.' 1

a

Science Aptitude. Eiaminations jNinth, Fourteenth, Six-
teenth,' Eighteenth, Nineteenth and Twentieth available)
Postpaid 15(' per copy%,.

Color SlidesSet VI: The Science Talent Search Winners
in the 18th Science Talent Search enjoy 5 intensive days of
scientific trips, discussions, judging sessions and final pre-
sentation of the Westinghouse Science Scholarships apd
Awards. Set of 30 (2" x 2") Slides. $6.00 per set.

Science Projtects Handbook--Includes a variety of success-
ful projects done by winnersand members of the Honors
Group in the Science Talent Search, Postpaid 554 each,
10 copies $5,00:

Thousands 6f Science Projects--L-Classified titles of exhibits
shown at $tience. Fairs and /or produced as projects for"
the Annual- Science Talent Search.. Postpajd 25r each,
10 for $1:00. . . .

es ChemistryPocket-size magazine devoted to the simplifica-
tion of -.technical chemistry. Some issues carry project
reports of the Hcmors Group of the Science Talent Search
8 issuesSeptember through April) $4.00 per year.

Science
%ear.

News Letter (weekly publication )$5.50 per

I

4

I


